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LIST OF COMMON TITLES AND ABBREVIATIONS
EC Treaty refers the Treaty of the European Community
ECJ means the European Court of Justice
EEA means the European Economic Area
TEU means the Treaty of the European Union, formerly the TEC
TFEU means the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union
The suffixes EEC and EC refer to the treaty numbering system pre-Lisbon.
The suffix TFEU refers to the treaty numbering system post-Lisbon.
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1. Introduction
European Union law, or EU law as it is more commonly abbreviated, is a fascinating field to
study. The European Union counts 28 Member States as of 2013 and through the Agreement
on the European Economic Area much of its legislation is extended to three members of the
European Free Trade Association. The core of the European Union is the Internal Market
comprising the Four Freedoms; capital, goods, services and workers. The theme of this essay
is the free movement of capital; the freedom slowest to develop but nonetheless, one of the
more important ones in that it facilitates the attainment of the other three.
The Internal Market, which has also been known as the Single Market or the Common
Market (the terms will be used interchangeably in this thesis), was first realized with the
Treaty of the European Economic Community. The European Economic Community (EEC)
became the European Community with the Maastricht Treaty and finally the European Union
with the Lisbon Treaty. For the purpose of continuity and clarity “European Union” or “EU”
will be used in this thesis when referring to the above. Similarly, the numbering of the
provisions in the Treaties changed over time; the free movement of capital was first contained
in Article 67 EEC, then Article 56 EC, Article 73b EC and finally Article 63 TFEU. Over the
years the Internal Market has evolved, expanded to admit more Member States and an
agreement has been signed with three Member States of the European Free Trade Association
creating the European Economic Area.
The purpose of this thesis is to explore the free movement of capital in depth from two
perspectives, that of the European Union and that of the European Economic Area, with
emphasis on definition of discrimination and restriction in the field and derogations from the
freedom, with an eye towards homogeneity. The thesis begins by exploring the freedom from
the EU point of view before comparing the provisions and the case-law of the European Court
of Justice to that of the provisions in the European Economic Area and the case-law of the
EFTA Court. The aim of this comparison is to ascertain whether the changes of the EU
Treaties since the EEA Treaty came into force and subsequent interpretations by the European
Court of Justice have impaired the effectiveness of the European Economic Area and its goal
of homogeneity.
The first part of this thesis will focus on EU law, in which the development of free
movement of capital in the European Union will be explored and the scope of derogations in
light of the Treaty changes beyond the EEA Agreement. Chapter 2 will discuss the history of
the European Union in brief as well as a short introduction to the freedoms of goods, services
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and workers. The Chapter will also describe how the rule of reason developed from the case
law of the European Court of Justice. Chapter 3 will describe the development of the free
movement of capital and Chapters 4 and 5 will focus on the definition of the free movement
of payments and free movements of capital, respectively. As the primary focus is on capital
movements, movements of payments will only be dealt with briefly. Chapter 6 will explore
how the European Court of Justice has applied the provisions on free movement of capital
while Chapter 7 will explore derogations from the freedom.
The EU has seen many treaty amendments in recent years while the basic provisions of
the Agreement on the European Economic Area on capital movements have remained
unaltered since its signing in 1991. The latter part of this thesis will deal with the freedom
from the view of EEA law. Chapter 8 will recount the history of the EEA Agreement and how
it came about. It will be interesting to explore if the concept of the free movement of capital
for the EU Member States and the EEA EFTA Member States remain the same and what
effect divergence can have on EU and EFTA co-operation, as will be done in Chapter 10. In
that vein, the principle of homogeneity will be discussed in Chapter 9. As the three EEA
EFTA Member States have their own court to adjudicate disputes or give advisory opinions
on the Agreement on the European Economic Area, the EFTA Court, it will be interesting to
see to what extent the EFTA Court adheres to the ECJ’s judgments.
Chapter 11 will discuss the provisions permitting derogations to the free movement of
capital in the EEA and compare to the provisions previously discussed in Chapter 7 in the EU
context. Furthermore, in light of the economic crisis in Iceland, the Chapter will also explore
practical application of the derogations permissible in EU and EEA law, focusing on the
capital controls in Iceland and comparing them to the capital controls in Cyprus, and the
legitimacy of these restrictions.

Part I: The European Union
2. A Short Introduction to the Internal Market
2.1 General
The impetus for increased co-operation in Europe was undoubtedly to a large extent the
experience of the Second World War, with the goal of co-operation being to speed the
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recovery of the weakened economy after the war, to prevent further clashes between countries
and to ensure protection of human rights.1
In 1951 six countries signed a treaty setting up the European Coal and Steel Community
(the ECSC). The Treaty, negotiated after a proposal by the French foreign minister Robert
Schuman, was intended to last for fifty years, or until 2002. The establishment of the ECSC
was the first significant step towards European integration as the Treaty called for a
supranational authority to be established with institutions able to bind the constituent Member
States. While the purpose of the ECSC was to establish a common market in coal and steel it
was also seen as the first step towards European integration.2 The founding Member States
were France, Germany, Italy and the Benelux countries.
During a conference of the foreign ministers of the six Member States in 1955 an
agreement was reached to move towards economic integration. Paul Henri Spaak, the Belgian
Prime Minister, chaired a committee that published a report in 1956, containing a plan to set
up the European Atomic Energy Community (Euratom) and the European Economic
Community (EEC).3
The objective of the EEC was to establish a Common Market and progressively
approximate the economic policies of Member States, to promote throughout the Community
a harmonious development of economic activities, a continuous and balanced expansion, an
increased stability, an accelerated raising of the standard of living and closer relations
between its Member States.4 Customs duties were also to be eliminated between the Member
States as well as quantitative restrictions of imports and exports and all other measures having
equivalent effect. A common customs tariff and a common commercial policy towards third
countries were established and between the Member States the obstacles to free movement of
persons, services and capital were abolished.5
One of the reasons for establishing the European Economic Community and a common
market was to create a stable trading and producing block which would be able to compete
with the US as well as the emerging Japanese economy. It was also seen as a defence
mechanism against the rising threat of communism in the Cold War era.6
The 1960s and 70s were a period of political stagnation in the European Union, the
Commission had a difficult time securing Council agreement to proposals which lead to
1

Stefán Már Stefánsson: Evrópusambandið og Evrópska Efnahagssvæðið, p. 29.
Paul Craig, Gráinne de Búrca: EU Law, p. 5.
3
Ibid., p. 6.
4
Treaty of Rome, Article 2.
5
Treaty of Rome, Article 3.
6
Nigel Foster: Foster on EU Law, p. 265.
2
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attainment of Treaty objectives being delayed.7 For whatever reason, perhaps lack of vision,
perhaps due to recession because of the oil crisis in the 1970s8, the Member States were
reluctant to advance the Common Market project further themselves and momentum was lost.
Gradually though, commitment to the project was rediscovered and in 1982 the Heads of
States and Governments pledged that the Internal Market would be completed declaring it a
matter of high importance.9
When Jaques Delors took office as the president of the Commission in 1985, support for
the single market project came from commerce and industry as well as the Member States
themselves which led to the Commission’s White Paper Completing the Internal Market.10
Setting out 300 legislative measures needed to complete the single market and named 1992 as
the date by which the measures should be enacted, the White Paper declared that the time for
talk had passed and the time for action had come.11
The Treaty of the European Economic Community has been amended several times, one
of the earliest such amendment being the Single European Act.12 The Single European Act
brought institutional and legal reforms, facilitating attainment of the 1992 target the White
Paper had envisioned. The reforms included Article 95 EC which allowed for harmonization
measures and qualified majority voting in the Council to expedite passing of legislation.
Additionally, the realization that the single market could not be achieved in isolation led to
other policies being set up to support it, including an environmental policy as well as an
economic and social cohesion policy.13
The Single European Act also introduced substantive changes, such as Article 18 EC
which set out the aim of establishing the internal market step by step before December 31,
1992. The article also defined the internal market as an area without internal frontiers
ensuring the free movement of goods, persons, services and capital.14 The Single European
Act was therefore the stimulus for the fulfilment of the EU’s economic objectives, especially
through Article 95 EC. The unanimity requirement in Article 94 EC had been an impediment
to the passing of harmonization measures. Article 95 EC therefore became the Commission’s
instrument for the program for achieving the completion of the internal market.15
7
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In 1991 an Agreement on the European Economic Area between the EU and the European
Free Trade Association was drawn up. The Agreement comprehended free-movement
provisions akin to the ones in the EC Treaty, similar competition policy and rules and cooperation in range of other policy areas. The Agreement came into force at the beginning of
1994 after some initial obstacles.16 The ECJ originally considered that the EEA Agreement
was incompatible with the EC Treaty17 but after a separate EFTA Court was established
without any connection to the ECJ the ECJ held that the EEA Agreement was compatible
with the EC Treaty.18
The Maastricht Treaty made numerous substantive changes such as new provisions on an
economic and monetary union, in Articles 98-124 EC, which laid the foundation for the
introduction of the single currency, the euro. The Treaties of Amsterdam, Nice and Lisbon
followed. The Lisbon Treaty modified the Treaty on the European Union and the Treaty
Establishing the European Community. Henceforth, the European Union, as the European
Community was afterwards known, is founded on the Treaty of the European Union (TEU)
and the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU), both of which have the
same legal value. The European Union replaced and succeeded the European Community.19
The goal of creating an Internal Market can be found in Article 3(3) of the Treaty of the
European Union. The article reads as follows:
The Union shall establish an internal market. It shall work for the sustainable
development of Europe based on balanced economic growth and price stability, a highly
competitive social market economy, aiming at full employment and social progress, and a
high level of protection and improvement of the quality of the environment. It shall
promote scientific and technological advance.

With the Treaty of Lisbon the focus seems to have shifted from merely emphasizing the
establishment of the internal market, such as in the Single European Act, to guidelines to be
observed on how the market should develop.20 The deadline of 1992, which could previously
be found in Article 14(1) EC21 (which has now become Article 26(1) TFEU) has been
dropped, thereby recognizing that establishment of the internal market is a continuing effort,
rather than a task that can be completed by a particular date.22
16
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There are vast benefits to achieving economic integration. A large internal market enables
companies to grow and specialize in their fields. This will then make them more competitive
on the world economic stage. The end result is that a dynamic and competitive market is
established which benefits both consumers and the producers themselves, as well as the
Member States.23
To achieve integration of a number of separate national markets two strategies are
available. Negative integration revolves around removing barriers to trade24 that is prohibiting
rules that hinder cross-border trade. The principle of negative integration is seen in the
provisions of the four freedoms.25 Positive integration centres on modification of national
laws and institutions. This can be done by harmonizing existing national laws or by creating
new European laws.26
Harmonization can take different forms. There is firstly total, or maximum, harmonization
which means that one rule is enacted for the whole EU precluding the Member States from
legislating in the same area. Total or maximum harmonization entails exhaustive regulations
in a given field, setting both the floor and the ceiling of regulatory protection27 preventing
Member States from raising additional standards that would function to exclude imports.28
Secondly there is optional harmonization which relies on the idea that producers only need to
follow a directive when they intend to trade goods across an EU Member State border.
Thirdly there is minimum harmonization where minimum standards are established and
Member States cannot impose higher domestic standards in case of imported goods.29

2.2 Free Movement of Goods, Workers and Services
Besides the free movement of capital the TFEU stipulates that movements of goods persons
and services shall be free within the Internal Market. These three freedoms will now be
discussed briefly so as to portray a comprehensive picture of the Internal Market.
The Internal Market provides both for the elimination of duties as concerns goods
originating in other Member States and regarding goods originating in third countries that are
in free circulation in the Internal Market and on which customs duties have been paid. The

23
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EU fixes duties for goods imported from third countries and a single set of common tariffs is
adopted in trade relations with the outside world. However, once a product has been imported
into the EU internal market it is in free circulation and further tariffs cannot be imposed.30
Free movement of goods is enshrined in Article 29 TFEU, which states that products
“coming from a third country shall be considered to be in free circulation in a Member State if
the import formalities have been complied with and any customs duties or charges having
equivalent effect which are payable have been levied in that Member State, and if they have
not benefited from a total or partial drawback of such duties or charges.” The principle of free
movement of goods is concerned with the economic ideals of the EU to create a single trading
block within which all factors of production flow freely. It is essential to the creating and
running of the customs union and the common market and provides the framework for the rest
of the EU.31
Central to the idea of a customs union and an internal market is the abolition of customs
duties as well as charges having an equivalent effect. The Commission has previously stated
that the customs union is a foundation of the EU, essential to the functioning of the single
market. To ensure the realization of this fundamental aim ECJ has interpreted Articles 28-30
TFEU strictly32, interpreting the prohibition of customs duties broadly.33
Member States may be tempted to protect goods originating in their own country in
various ways at the cost of goods originating in other Member States. The most obvious way
for Member States to achieve this is through customs duties or charges having equivalent
effect, dealt with in Articles 28-30 TFEU. The intent of such measures is to render foreign
goods more expensive than domestic goods.34
Articles 34-37 TFEU deal with situations wherein a state seeks to preserve advantages for
its own goods by imposing quotas or measures which have an equivalent effect on imports,
thereby reducing the quantum of imported products.35 Another way for Member States to
attempt to protect their own domestic products is through discriminating taxation against
imports which is dealt with in Articles 110-113 TFEU. The prohibition of discriminatory
taxation is intended to prevent Member States from circumventing the prohibition on customs
duties by discriminating against imports by using their internal taxation system.36
30
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Aid and subsidies are essentially prohibited unless authorized by the Commission. Such
aid can create a disadvantage for products from other Member States, distort competition by
favouring certain undertakings or the production of certain goods.37 The EU regulates the
granting of such aid through Articles 107-109 TFEU.
The main principles governing the free movement of services are set down in Articles 5662 TFEU. These principles have been developed through case law.38 Whenever a cross-border
element is present, the principle of free movement of services requires that restrictions be
removed on the provision of services between Member States, for instance when the service
provider is not established in the state where the services are supplied or where someone has
travelled to receive services in a Member State other than that his Member State of residence.
The provisions governing the free movement of services only apply to the extent that
provisions concerning goods, persons and capital do not.39
Provisions concerning the free movement of workers can be found in Articles 45-48
TFEU. Free movement of workers entails abolition of any discrimination based on nationality
between workers of the Member States concerning employment, remuneration and other
conditions of work and employment. 40 Several legal issues arise in the context of this
freedom, including the scope of Article 45 TFEU as regards the interpretation of the term
“worker”, what kinds of restrictions states are allowed to rightly impose on workers and their
families as well as what rights family members of a worker enjoy under EU law.41
The case for freedom of movement of workers can be made from an economic perspective
and a social perspective. From an economic perspective free movement of workers can be
seen as allocation of resources within the EU. While some areas in the union may experience
shortage of labour and therefore value it more highly, other areas may be faced with
unemployment. The free movement of workers should lead to unemployed workers seeking
jobs in Member States where demand for labour is greater than in their home Member State,
i.e. the value of labour within the EU is maximized if workers can move to areas where they
are most valued. From a social perspective free movement of workers can be linked with the
concept of European solidarity with the underlying aim of integration of the peoples of
Europe through people moving to other Member States in search of work.42

37
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Tensions between the economic and social dimensions of the free movement of workers
can arise. While the provisions on free movement of persons are found in the economic part
of the TFEU and not the social policy section, there have always been claims that the rights
were infused with a social character. However, these claims did not find credibility until the
rights were developed extensively by statutory supplements and with the generous
interpretations given by the ECJ.43 On one hand one can look at EU workers as mobile units
of production contributing to the economic prosperity of the EU’s Internal Market and on the
other hand the as human beings, utilising their right to live in another Member State and enjoy
equality of treatment for both themselves and their families. Tensions between realizing the
free movement of workers and the Member State’s desire to control entry into its country can
also occur, especially in relation to entry of non-EU citizens, who may be within the family of
the worker who has free movement rights.44

2.3 The Rule of Reason
For the purpose of later discussion on the provisions on the free movement of capital it is
relevant and necessary to discuss first the methodology the ECJ uses and how it has defined
the scope of restriction of the free movement provisions through its judgments.
The Four Freedoms are based on the principle of non-discrimination, requiring that outof-state goods, persons, services and capital enjoy the same treatment as their equivalents instate. Non-discrimination has its advantages in that it does not interfere with national
regulatory autonomy but it also has its disadvantages, for example it allows barriers to trade
to remain; the host Member State can impose its own rules on imported goods or migrants as
long as those rules apply equally to domestic goods and persons. Due to this some advocate a
broader market access test which provides that rules that prevent or hinder market access are
unlawful, regardless of whether they discriminate against imports or migrants or not. The ECJ
increasingly favours this approach.45
The traditional view is that a national measure which constitutes direct discrimination can
only be justified by the grounds stipulated in the TFEU. However, if the measure constitutes
indirect discrimination then it may be justified on grounds in the public interest. The ECJ

43
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developed specific grounds for justifying obstacles to the fundamental freedoms separate
from the limitations and exceptions granted according to the TFEU.46
Through its case-law on the free movements of goods, namely Article 34 TFEU, the ECJ
developed the rule of reason. The rule developed during a period when the institutions of the
EU were unsuccessful in setting further rules to enforce the EEC Treaty. 47 Removing
discriminatory trade barriers is necessary but it is not a sufficient condition for single market
integration. Many rules that do not discriminate between goods dependent upon country of
origin still create barriers to trade between Member States, as discussed above.48
To combat such rules the Commission issued Directive 70/50/EEC on the abolition of
measures which had an effect equivalent to quantitative restrictions on imports and were not
covered by other provisions adopted in pursuance of the EEC Treaty. In Articles 2 and 3 the
Directive listed measured which were to be abolished. Article 2 listed various measures
numbered from a to s, including, but not limited to, measures which laid down less favourable
prices for imported products than for domestic products (point b), measures which lowered
the value of an imported product (point f) and measures which required giving of guarantees
or making payments on account for imports (point i).
The first sign of the rule of reason can be seen in ECJ 8/74 Dassonville, a case concerning
a French wholesaler importing Scotch whisky into Belgium to be sold there. Belgian law,
unlike French law, required a certificate of origin for the whisky which Dassonville was not
able to procure, having bought it from an importer in France. Dassonville was prosecuted for
importing the whisky.49 The ECJ said that “all trading rules enacted by Member States which
are capable of hindering, directly or indirectly, actually or potentially, intra-Community trade
are to be considered as measures having an effect equivalent to quantitative restrictions.” (My
emphasis)50 With this the ECJ introduced the idea that all rules hindering the free movement
of goods, not only those discriminating on the basis of nationality, were prohibited.
The Court reinforced this new interpretation in its judgement ECJ 120/78 Cassis de Dijon.
An importer was denied authorization to import French liqueurs into Germany because its
alcohol strength was insufficient and therefore did not have the characteristics required to be
marketed in Germany. According to German law fruit liqueurs had to have a minimum
alcoholic content of 25%. The German Government maintained that the law was for the
46
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protection of public health, in that beverages with low alcohol content might more easily
induce a tolerance toward alcohol than more highly alcoholic beverages 51 , and for the
protection of consumers against unfair commercial practices, as lowering the alcohol content
secured a competitive advantage to beverages with higher alcohol content as alcohol is the
most expensive component of the beverages.52 The ECJ pointed out that the public health
considerations were not decisive since German consumers could obtain a wide variety of
weak or moderately alcoholic products, besides the fact that a large portion of beverages with
a high alcohol content sold on the German market was consumed in a diluted form.53
Regarding concerns about unfair commercial practices the ECJ said that it was simply a
matter of ensuring that suitable information was conveyed to the purchaser by requiring origin
and the alcohol content to be on the packaging of the product.54 In practice the purpose of
requirements such as those at issue in the judgement was to promote beverages with a high
alcohol content by excluding products of other Member States from the national market.
There was no valid reason for alcoholic beverages which had been lawfully produced and
marketed in one Member State should not be introduced into another Member State. The
marketing of such beverages with lower alcohol content than the limit set by national rules
could not be subject to a legal prohibition.55
Cassis de Dijon is interesting for the sake that instead of adding to a list of previously
known restrictions as Directive 70/50/EEC did, the ECJ decided instead to define the scope of
restriction. To do this the ECJ relied on the rule of mutual recognition (a product produced
and marketed lawfully in one Member State should be able to be imported into other Member
States) and the rule of proportionality (the restrictions were out of proportion to the aim
which could be simply reached with adequate information on the packaging of the product).
The Court essentially created guidelines for the Member States to follow. Cassis de Dijon
marked a policy of negative integration triggered by the ECJ by interpreting provisions on
abolition of non-tariff barriers broadly.56
The ECJ later began to use language akin to that used in Cassis de Dijon in the field of
freedom to provide services. For instance in ECJ C-76/90 Säger, the Court stated that Article
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59 EEC57 required not only elimination of all discrimination against a person providing
services on the ground of nationality but also abolition of any restriction, even if it applied
without distinction to national providers of services and to those of other Member States,
when it was liable to prohibit, or otherwise impede, the activities of a service provider
established in another Member State where he lawfully provided similar services.58 The Säger
judgement will be discussed further in Chapter 6.1.2.
Interestingly, in joined cases ECJ C-267/91 and C-268/91 Keck and Mithouard the ECJ
basically shifted its opinion from its previous Cassis de Dijon case-law. Keck and Mithouard
concerned two individuals who had been prosecuted for reselling products in an unaltered
state at a lower price than their actual purchase price, a selling arrangement known as resale
at a loss, which was contrary to French law. 59 The ECJ pointed out that quantitative
restrictions on imports and all measures having equivalent effect were prohibited between
Member States. Any measure which was capable of directly or indirectly, actually or
potentially, hindering intra-Union trade constituted a measure having equivalent effect to a
quantitative restriction.60 National legislation imposing a general prohibition on resale at a
loss, however, was not designed to regulate trade in goods between Member States61, although
it might restrict volume of sales and, by extension, the volume of sales of products from other
Member States to the extent it deprived traders of a method of sales promotion. The question
was then whether such a possibility was sufficient to render the legislation a measure having
equivalent effect to a quantitative restriction on imports.62 The ECJ found it necessary to
clarify the case-law on this matter in light of the increasing tendency of traders to invoke
Article 30 EEC to challenge any rules that they find limit their commercial freedom.63
In Keck and Mithouard the ECJ said that the Cassis de Dijon case-law prohibited
obstacles to free movement of goods even when they applied without distinction to all
products, unless their application could be justified by an objective of public interest taking
precedence over the free movement of goods.64 The ECJ decided that, in contrast to its prior
57
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case-law, that national provisions restricting or prohibiting certain selling arrangements,
which applied to products from other Member States, were not such as to hinder directly or
indirectly, actually or potentially trade between Member States within the meaning of the
Dassonville judgement as long as the provisions applied to all relevant traders operating
within the national territory as well as affect the marketing of domestic products and those
from other Member States in the same manner, in law and in fact.65 Therefore the Court
considered that a general prohibition of resale at a loss did not fall within the scope of Article
30 EEC.66
The Court formulated basic steps of the rule of reason doctrine in ECJ C-55/94 Gebhard.
The ECJ said that national measures liable to hinder the exercise of fundamental freedoms or
make it less attractive must fulfil four condition. Firstly, they must be applied in a nondiscriminatory manner; secondly, be justified by imperative requirements in the general
interest; thirdly, be suitable for attaining the objective pursued and fourthly, they must not go
beyond what is necessary to attain that objective.67
Measures that are liable to hinder access to the market can therefore be justified by
reasons of general interest. This can be seen in ECJ C-275/92 Schindler which concerned
legislation in the United Kingdom prohibiting the holding of certain lotteries, including one
which was organized in Germany and individuals intended to advertise in the United
Kingdom.68 The ECJ held that lottery activities were services69 and that the legislation at issue
in the case constituted an obstacle to the freedom to provide services.70 The ECJ found,
however, that considerations of social policy and prevention of fraud justified the legislation
in question.71
The rule of reason doctrine establishes that even rules are non-discriminatory they can be
prohibited if they are liable to hinder or impede access to the market unless they can be
justified by general interest considerations. The Court has used the same methodology it
developed in Dassonville, Cassis de Dijon and Keck and Mithouard in the field of free
movement of capital as will be further discussed below.
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3. The Development of Free Movement of Capital
3.1 Pre-Maastricht
Capital movements were, and are, closely linked to economic stability and monetary policy in
the Member States. The original provisions in the EEC Treaty on capital recognized this and
were more cautious and less assertively drafted than the provisions for the other freedoms.
The result was that liberalization of capital movements took longer than it did for the other
freedoms. 72 While Article 67(1) EEC imposed an obligation to progressively abolish
restrictions on capital movements during the transitional period it decreed so only to the
extent necessary to ensure proper functioning of the common market73, see:
During the transitional period and to the extent necessary to ensure the proper functioning
of the common market, Member States shall progressively abolish between themselves
all restrictions on the movement of capital belonging to persons resident in Member
States and any discrimination based on the nationality or ca the place of residence of the
parties or on the place where such capital is invested.

Article 67 EEC was therefore less imperatively worded than the provisions of the other
freedoms. By comparison, Article 48(1) EEC stated that freedom of movement for workers
should be secured within the Community by the end of the transitional period at the latest.
Paragraph 2 goes on to detail what such a freedom should entail, namely the abolition of any
discrimination based on nationality between workers of the Member States as regards
employment, remuneration and other conditions of work and employment. Article 59 EEC
stated that restrictions on freedom to provide services should be progressively abolished
during the transitional period. Further, free movement of services were defined in Article 60
EEC, unlike the free movement of capital which was not defined in the EEC Treaty. Article
68 EEC stated that as regards to the matters dealt with in chapter 4 of the EEC Treaty the
Member States should be as liberal as possible in granting such exchange authorisations as
were still necessary after the entry into force of the Treaty. It is clear that the wording as
liberal as possible left the Member States considerable discretion.
The ECJ considered the legal effects of Article 67 EEC in its judgement ECJ 203/80
Casati, a case deriving criminal proceedings against an individual for exportation of
banknotes.74 The ECJ held in Casati that the scope of the restriction of free movement of
capital depended on an assessment of the requirements of the common market and an
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appraisal of both the advantages and risks which liberalization might entail for the latter.75
The Court further stated that such an assessment was first and foremost a matter for the
Council. The Council had adopted two directives, one in 1960 and another in 1962 to amend
the first one, wherein all capital movements were divided into four lists with varying degree
of liberalization.76 The obligation contained in Article 67 EEC could not be defined in relation
to a specific category of such movements in violation from the Council’s assessment of the
need to liberalize that category in order to ensure the proper functioning of the Internal
Market.77 Put differently, it was not a forthright rule, directly applicable by a national court, or
even the ECJ, but rather a question of policy for the Council, where the role of the Court was
limited to monitoring whether the Council had exceeded the limits of its discretion. The Court
took the view that it was not necessary to liberalize exportation of banknotes at that time and
therefore there was no reason to suppose that the Council had in fact gone beyond its limits.78
The ECJ noted that capital movements were closely connected with the economic and
monetary policy of the Member States and concluded that complete freedom of movement of
capital might undermine the economic policy of one of them or create an imbalance of
payments and, as a result, impair the proper functioning of the common market.79
The theme of only requiring restrictions to be abolished to the extent necessary to the
common market could also be seen in Article 71(1) EEC.
Member States shall endeavour to avoid introducing within the Community any new
exchange restrictions on the movement of capital and current payments connected with
such movements, and shall endeavour not to make existing rules more restrictive.

The wording of Article 71 was somewhat less strongly worded than the other Treaty
Freedoms. As can be seen the article only required Member States to endeavour to avoid the
introduction of any new exchange restrictions on capital movements within the Union as well
as to not make existing rules more restrictive, not imposing on Member States an
unconditional obligation capable of being relied on by individuals.80 This tepid resolve to free
capital movements meant that the field developed slowly and further measures for
liberalization came in the form of secondary legislation when necessary. This lead to the other
freedoms becoming more important as they were more resolutely worded, as evidenced above
regarding workers and services, and the ECJ employed dynamic interpretation of their
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provisions.81 As Article 67(1) EEC did not abolish restrictions on the movement of capital by
the end of the transitional period the Council was left to adopt directives on the basis of
Article 69 EEC to affect abolition of restrictions.82 Article 69 EEC stated that the Council
should issue the necessary directives for progressive implementation of the provisions of
Article 67.

3.2 Early Free Movement of Capital Secondary Legislation
The first Council Directive under the original Article 67 EEC was enacted during the first
stage of the original transitional period on May 11, 1960. It was amended by Directive 63/21
at the end of 1962. These directives divided capital movements into four lists, with different
degrees of liberalization.
According to Article 1(1) of the first Council Directive Member States were required to
grant all foreign exchange authorisations required for the conclusion or performance of
transactions or for transfers between residents of Member States in respect of the capital
movements set out in List A of Annex 1 of the Directive. Capital movements mentioned in
List A included direct investment, investments in real estates and personal capital movements
such as gifts, dowries and inheritances.
Article 2(1) of the Directive decreed that Member States should grant general permission
for the conclusion or performance of transactions and for transfers between residents of
Member States in respect of the capital movements which were set out in List B of Annex 1.
List B listed operations in securities. According to Article 3(1) of the Directive Member
States were to grant all foreign exchange authorisations required for the conclusion or
performance of transactions and for transfers between residents of Member States in respect
of the capital movements set out in List C of Annex 1. List C included further operations in
securities as well as issue and placing of securities of a domestic undertaking on a foreign
capital market and a foreign undertaking on a domestic capital market.
Article 4 of the Directive stated that the Monetary Committee should examine the
restrictions which were applied to the capital movements set out in lists contained in Annex I
of the Directive at least once a year and report to the Commission regarding restrictions which
could be abolished. According to list D it applied to capital movements referred to in Article 4
of the Directive. The list included such capital movements as opening and placing funds on
81
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current or deposit accounts and reparation or use of balances on current or deposit accounts
with credit institutions. It also included granting and repayment of short-term loans and
credits not related to commercial transactions, personal capital movements, loans, physical
import and export of financial assets and finally other capital movements.
According to Article 6 of the Directive Member States should endeavour not to introduce
within the Community any new exchange restrictions affecting the capital movements that
were liberalised at the date of entry into force of the Directive nor to make existing provisions
more restrictive, mirroring Article 71 EEC. It should be noted that the wording of the Article
only required the Member States to try their hardest not to introduce any new exchange
restrictions, yet it did not completely forbid it. Annex 2 of the Directive contained a
nomenclature establishing what capital movements such as direct investments, liquidation of
direct investments, operations in securities and investment in real estate entail. The Second
Council Directive 63/21/EEC made changes to the First Directive. This framework was
amended by Directive 86/566/EEC.
In the 1980s attitude towards international capital transactions shifted. This happened
progressively but significantly in favour of deregulation and liberalization. Several factors
brought this change about. Firstly, the balance of payment of many countries in Europe
improved which enabled them to abandon capital controls. Secondly, governments had also
begun to realise that restrictions on external capital movements often just delayed necessary
structural adaptations which would just become more costly if they were put off. Thirdly,
there was a general tendency to deregulate national financial markets. Fourthly, innovation in
technology also contributed with telecommunications and the automation revolution greatly
reducing information and transaction costs of the financial sector. Lastly, a large unregulated
international financial market had developed to avoid the problem of regulated home financial
markets. This unregulated market proved to be more and more efficient in coping with the
needs of investors and borrowers.83
In 1985 the White Paper on the Completion of the Internal Market was released. In
chapter 5 were proposals for reform of the freedom of capital movements. According to the
White Paper greater liberalization of capital movements should serve three aims. Firstly that
the completion of a large internal market contained a financial angle, that is, the other
freedoms must mean that private individuals and firms in the Union must have access to
effective financial services. The White Paper went on to state that the effectiveness of the
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harmonisation of national measures governing the activities of financial intermediaries and
markets would be greatly reduced if the corresponding capital movements were to remain
subject to restrictions. Secondly, that monetary stability was an essential precondition for the
proper operation and development of the internal market. In that regard actions to achieve
greater freedom of capital movements would need to move in parallel with the steps taken to
reinforce and develop the European Monetary System as stability of exchange rates and
convergence of economic policies would help the gradual removal of barriers to the free
movement of capital. The White Paper also mentions that greater financial freedom lead to
greater discipline in the conduct of economic policies. Thirdly, the decompartmentalisation of
financial markets should boost the economic development of the Union by promoting the
optimum allocation of European savings.84 In its 1985 White Paper the Commission described
capital as a necessary ingredient of the Single Market, and this was confirmed by the
definition of the internal market in the Single European Act 1986.85
After the publication of the White Paper advocating for greater liberalization in capital
movements a new directive was set to amend the framework set forth by the first and second
Council Directives discussed above. Directive 88/361/EEC followed a new approach and
finally established the basic principle of free movement of capital as a matter of EU law86
with effect, for most Member States, from July 1, 1990. Article 1(1) of the Directive stated
that without prejudice to the following provisions, Member States should abolish restrictions
on movements of capital taking place between persons resident in Member States. According
to the joined cases ECJ C-358/93 and C-416/93 Bordessa and others Article 1, being both
precise and unconditional as well as not requiring a specific implementing measure, had direct
effect and could thus confer rights upon individuals which they might rely on before courts of
the Member States and which national courts must uphold.87
The Directive provided a nomenclature in Annex 1 according to which capital movements
were to be classified in order to facilitate the application of the directive. This nomenclature
listed capital movements in thirteen different categories. Article 3 stated that Member States
could impose protective measures regarding capital movements listed in Annex 2 of the
Directive by fulfilling certain conditions and gaining authorization from the Commission.
These capital movements were short-term or of exceptional magnitude which imposed severe
strains on foreign-exchange markets and lead to serious disturbances in the conduct of a
84
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Member State’s monetary and exchange rate policies. However, paragraph 4 stated that such
protective measures should not exceed six months. Free movement of capital thus became the
only Treaty “freedom” to be achieved in the manner envisaged in the Treaty; that is by the
enactment of a programme of legislation. However, it was achieved twenty years after the
time limit envisaged in the Treaty.88
With Article 73(1) EEC Member States were able to maintain or reintroduce restrictions
to capital movements which were liberalized under Community law. The Article stated that if
movement of capital lead to disturbance in the functioning of the capital market of any
Member State the Commission should, after consulting the Monetary Committee, authorise
the state in question to take protective measures, and determine conditions and details of the
authorisation. The Council could revoke this authorisation or amend the conditions or details
by a qualified majority. In the aforementioned 1985 White Paper the Commission stated that
from then on its attitude towards the use of such safeguard clauses would be governed by a
threefold criteria. Firstly, that authorization to apply such protective measures should only be
for a limited period. Secondly, that such measures should be reviewed on a continuing basis
and abolished gradually as the difficulties which originally justified them diminished. Third,
an agreement should be reached not to apply the protective clauses to capital movements
which were so short term that they were classified as speculative and which were most
directly linked to the free movement of goods, services and persons. The Commission did,
however, acknowledge that capital movements were freer in the Union when the White Paper
was published than they were at the end of the 1970s.89

3.3 Post-Maastricht
The Single European Act was the most important revision of the European Union Treaties
since their adoption, marking a revival of the momentum towards integration. 90 This
momentum lead to the negotiation and adoption of the Maastricht Treaty, which entered force
in November 1993. 91 The Maastricht Treaty completely revised the provisions on free
movement of capital, with effect from 1 January 1994. Article 56 EC (now Article 63 TFEU)
now provided:
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Within the framework of the provisions set out in this Chapter, all restrictions on the
movement of capital between Member States and between Member States and third
countries shall be prohibited.

The ECJ took a more prominent role after the Maastricht Treaty came into force. This
development was something the Member States sought to reduce later with the Lisbon
Treaty.92
A significant distinction between these new provision and the original provisions, as well
as the situation reached under Directive 88/361/EEC, is that movements of capital to and from
third countries appear to be intended to be treated in the same way as movements between
Member States. In retrospect, this can be seen as anticipating the need to restore confidence in
the international money markets with regard to the external movement and availability of the
single currency. In reality though there are still differences which remain.93 The territorial
scope of the current free movement of capital provisions will be further explored in chapter
5.3.
In its judgement ECJ 308/86 Lambert the ECJ clarified the distinction between Article
106 EEC and Article 67 EEC. While Article 106 EEC concerned current payments, i.e., the
transfers of foreign exchange which constitute the payment within the context of an
underlying transaction (of goods, persons, services, or capital), Article 67 EEC covered
movements of capital, i.e. financial operations essentially concerned with the investment of
funds, rather than remuneration for a service. 94 The Maastricht Treaty reduced the
significance of this distinction by overhauling the provisions on capital and payments
profoundly. This was done to go along with the new rules on the single currency. The
provisions on capital and payments were brought together in a single chapter and the
provisions on capital were amended to emulate the contents of Directive 88/361/EEC.95
The provisions adopted in the Maastricht Treaty are still in force today. They enshrine the
free movement of capital, but also contain potentially significant exceptions. The wording of
Article 63 TFEU is strict in that it prohibits all restrictions on the movement of capital
between Member States and between Member States and third countries. Article 63 TFEU is
unique because it refers both to internal and external EU situations in prohibiting restrictions
on movement of capital between Member States and third countries. Articles 64 and 66 TFEU
provide the Member States or the Council with means to restrict the free movement of capital
92
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to or from third countries and Article 65 TFEU contains a number of derogations which allow
the Member States to limit capital movements generally.96 Articles 64-66 TFEU will be
discussed further in chapters 6 and 7.
The ECJ finally assumed the leadership position that it had in regards to of the other
freedoms. As noted earlier, the ECJ found that the provisions of Article 63 TFEU were
directly effective. The ECJ adopted a wide understanding of what a restriction amounts to and
rather used language that focused on the dissuading or deterring effects of national measures
than on their disparate impact. 97 However, the ECJ met with some resistance from the
Member States who inserted Article 65(4) TFEU with the Lisbon Treaty (see further chapter
7 below).98

4. Free Movement of Payments
All restrictions on payments between Member States and between Member States and third
countries are prohibited.99 Free movement of payments is not an independent freedom in
nature, but refers to mutual performances concerning free movement of employees, goods and
services. Put differently, it consists of transfer of money as a payment for a product or a
service.100
The original EEC article wherein the free movement of payments was stipulated was
Article 67 whose second paragraph stated that current payment connected with the movement
of capital between Member States should be freed from all restriction at least by the end of
the first stage of the transitional period.101
The provision for the free movement of payments is currently in article 63(2) TFEU
which states:
Within the framework of the provisions set out in this Chapter, all restrictions on
payments between Member States and between Member States and third countries shall
be prohibited.
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It is clear that the other freedoms, goods, services and persons, would be ineffective if not
for the free movement of payments, for instance if an individual making a purchase was not
able to pay a seller or a service provider in another Member State. This was recognized in
Article 106 EEC as it was originally drafted, a provision which existed until January 1, 1994
as Article 73h EC by virtue of the Maastricht amendments.102
Article 106(1) EEC Treaty required Member States to authorise any payments connected
with the movement of goods, services or capital, in the currency of the Member State in
which the creditor or beneficiary resided, to the extent that the movement of goods, services,
capital and persons between Member States had been liberalised pursuant to the Treaty.
Furthermore, the paragraph stated that Member States declared their readiness to undertake
the liberalisation of payments beyond the extent provided in the preceding sub-paragraph in
so far as their economic situation in general and the state of their balance of payments so
permitted.
This first paragraph of Article 106 was considered particularly important because it was
held to be directly effective at a time when the other Treaty rules on free movement of capital
did not give rise to direct effect. This was established in joined cases ECJ 286/82 and 26/83
Luisi and Carbone, giving rise to rights enforceable by individuals before their national
courts.103 Concerning the question of whether, and if so, to what extent, Member States
retained the power to subject liberalized transfers and payments to control measure applicable
to the transfer of foreign currency, the Court said that freedom of payments which were
provided for in Article 106 EEC compelled Member States to authorize the payments referred
to in that provision in the currency of the Member State in which the creditor or beneficiary
resided.104
Because the provision required the Member States to authorize means of payment as
consideration for trade in goods, persons, services and capital, the ECJ has suggested that it
was perhaps the most important provision in the EEC Treaty, as it was then, for the purposes
of attaining a internal market. In ECJ 7/78 R v Thomson, which concerned rules on import and
export of coins, the Court said although Articles 67 to 73 of the EEC Treaty were important,
because they concerned the abolition of obstacles to free movement of capital, the provisions
contained in Articles 104 to 109, concerned the overall balance of payments and for that
reason related to all monetary movements, must be considered essential for the purpose of
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attaining the free movement of goods, services or capital which is of fundamental importance
for the attainment of the Common Market.105 In this respect the ECJ singled out Article 106,
stating that the aim of the provision was to ensure that necessary monetary transfers could be
made both for the liberalization of movements of capital and for the free movement of goods,
services and persons.106 In ECJ C-412/97 ED Srl the Court further stated that:
Like Article 106 of the EEC Treaty, Article 73b(2) of the EC Treaty is intended to enable
a person liable to pay a sum of money in the context of a supply of goods or services to
discharge that contractual obligation voluntarily without undue restriction and to enable
the creditor freely to receive such a payment.107

Article 106(2) EEC said that in so far as movement of goods, services, and capital were
limited only by restrictions on payments connected therewith, those restrictions should be
progressively abolished by applying the provisions of the chapters relating to the abolition of
quantative restrictions, to the liberalisation of services and the free movement of capital.
According to Article 106(3) EEC the Member States undertook not to introduce between
themselves any new restrictions on transfers connected with the invisible transactions listed in
Annex III to the EEC Treaty. Progressive abolition of the existing restrictions should be
effected in accordance with the provisions of Articles 63 - 65 of the EEC Treaty, that is, in so
far as such abolition is not governed by the provisions contained in Article 106(1) and (2) or
by the chapter concerning the free movement of capital.
Lastly, Article 106(4) stated that the Member States should consult each other on
measures to be taken to enable the payments and transfers mentioned in Article 106 EEC to
be effected. Such measures should not prejudice the attainment of the objectives set out in
Chapter 2 (Balance of Payments), under Title II (Economic Policy) in which Article 106 was
found.
In its judgement ECJ 308/86 Lambert, the ECJ applied a restrictive approach to Article
106 EEC maintaining that the article was not relevant to the way an exporter received
payment but only to ensure that an importer was able to make a payment in the currency of
the Member State where the exporter resided.108 However, one might see the judgement as
taking an excessively narrow approach as it can be argued that both aspects are equally
important to achieving genuine free movement of goods and services, that is, both that the
importer makes a payment and the exporter receives payment. In its joined cases ECJ 286/82
and 26/83 Luisi and Carbone the ECJ noted that the original Article 106 EEC applied only to
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liberalize current payments made in the currency of the state of the creditor. This helps to
explain the Court’s decision in Casati as that case concerned exportation of currency to pay
for services and goods outside of Italy and Article 106 would therefore only have justified
payment in lire.109
Luisi and Carbone concerned Italian legislation relating to transfer of foreign currency.
Mrs. Luisi and Mr. Carbone had exported sums of foreign currency from Italy exceeding the
maximum amount authorized to export, set in Italian law. For this they each received fines
which they contested, Mrs. Luisi claiming she had used the money as a tourist in Germany
and France as well as to receive medical treatment in Germany and Mr. Carbone claimed to
have used as a tourist in Germany.110 Mrs. Luisi and Mr. Carbone claimed that the Italian law
restricting export of foreign currency for tourism violated the free movement of capital and
current payments.111
In the judgement the ECJ defined the term payments in such a way:
[…] that current payments are transfers of foreign exchange which constitute the
consideration within the context of an underlying transaction, whilst movements of
capital are financial operations essentially concerned with the investment of the funds in
question rather than remuneration for a service.112

The Court held that physical transfer of bank notes could not be classified as movements
of capital where the transfer in question corresponded to an obligation to pay arising from a
transaction involving the movement of goods and services.113 As a consequence the ECJ said
that payments in connection with travel or tourism for the purposes of business, education or
medical treatment could not be classified as capital movements even when they were affected
by means of physical transfer of banknotes.114
The ECJ clarified the line between the requirement of prior declaration and prior
authorization in joined cases ECJ C-163/94, C-165/94 and C-250/94 Sanz de Lera. The
judgement concerned three individuals residing in Spain who were apprehended separately
and subjected to criminal proceedings because they had either exported or were about to
export sums of money for which they had not sought authorization by the Spanish authorities.
According to Spanish law export of any coins, banknotes or cheques payable to bearer in
pesetas or foreign currency were subject to a prior declaration when the amount exceeded
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1.000.000 pesetas and to prior administrative authorization when it exceeded 5.000.000
pesetas. In all three cases the amount exceeded the latter.115 The ECJ ruled that the provisions
on free movement of capital precluded rules which made export of coins and banknotes
conditional on prior authorization but not a prior declaration.116 While the effect of prior
authorization would cause the freedom of movement of capital to be subject to the discretion
of administrative authorities and might render that freedom non-existent117, prior declaration
would enable the national authorities to carry out effective supervision without suspending
the concerned operation.118
As discussed above, hindrance on the free movement of capital affects the other freedoms,
for instance the payment for goods imported from another Member State. The point was
highlighted in the case ECJ 95/81 Commission v Italy.119 Italy required importers from other
Member States to lodge a security or a bank guarantee for advance payments relating to the
importation of goods when payment was made in advance.120 The ECJ considered that by
setting this requirement into law Italy had failed to fulfil its obligations regarding the free
movement of capital under the EEC Treaty.121

5. What constitutes free movement of capital?
5.1 Definition
While free movement of payments is an important component of the free movement of
capital, essentially rendering the other freedoms attainable, the other side of the free
movement of capital are capital movements in themselves, without being payments for goods
or services.
The ECJ has acknowledged the free movement of capital, for instance in its judgement
ECJ 203/80 Casati where it stated:
[…] the free movement of capital constitutes, alongside that of persons and services,
one of the fundamental freedoms of the Community. Furthermore, freedom to move
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certain types of capital is, in practice, a precondition for the effective exercise of other
freedoms guaranteed by the Treaty […]122

As the Treaty does not define what constitutes movement of capital it is for the ECJ to
decide whether a measure constitutes a restriction on the free movement of capital or not.123
The ECJ has held that reference can be made to the nomenclature in Annex I of Directive
88/361/EEC, which may be used for the purposes of defining what constitutes a capital
movement, see for instance ECJ C-222/97 Trummer and Mayer where the ECJ remarked:
It should be noted in that connection that the EC Treaty does not define the terms
‘movements of capital’ and ‘payments’.124 […] However, inasmuch as Article 73b of the
EC Treaty substantially reproduces the contents of Article 1 of Directive 88/361, and
even though that directive was adopted on the basis of Articles 69 and 70(1) of the EEC
Treaty, which have since been replaced by Article 73b et seq. of the EC Treaty, the
nomenclature in respect of movements of capital annexed to Directive 88/361 still has the
same indicative value, for the purposes of defining the notion of capital movements, as it
did before the entry into force of Article 73b et seq., subject to the qualifications,
contained in the introduction to the nomenclature, that the list set out therein is not
exhaustive.125

The ECJ has relied on the Annex on multiple occasion even after the Directive itself was
abolished. A transaction can still constitute a capital movement within the meaning of Article
63(1) TFEU even though it is not listed in the Annex as the list is non-exhaustive. For
instance, in ECJ C-35/98 Verkooijen the Court held that while the receipt of dividends from a
foreign company was not expressly mentioned in the annex it fell within the scope of the
Treaty because it was linked to some of the measures in the annex.126
Interestingly, unlike the case law on free movement of persons, the ECJ has rarely added
the additional requirement that a capital movement be an “economic activity”. The Court
seems to assume that movement of capital within Article 63 is in itself economic. In light of
this it might be said that free movement of capital has more in common with free movement
of goods than free movement of persons.127

5.2 Direct effect
As the free movement of capital took a longer time to develop it was not considered to have
direct effect at the same time the ECJ was declaring that other freedoms had such effect.
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The doctrine of direct effect was first expressed in a judgement of the Court of Justice,
ECJ 26/62 Van Gend en Loos. The criteria for direct effect of a treaty article was that it was
clear, unconditional, negative, that it contained no reservations on the part of the Member
State and that it was not dependent on any national implementing measure.128 The original
conditions for direct effect have loosened throughout the years since Van Gend en Loos. Craig
and de Búrca summarized the current condition as “a Treaty Article will be accorded direct
effect provided that it is intended to confer rights on individuals and that it is sufficiently
clear, precise and unconditional.”129
Direct effect of the provisions on the free movement of capital was explored in ECJ
203/80 Casati where the ECJ held that Article 67 EEC was not directly effective due to the
fact that rules on capital were not sufficiently liberalized.130 At the time, as has been noted
earlier, there was only an obligation to liberalize capital movements to the extent necessary to
ensure the proper functioning of the common market.131
The ECJ held in joined cases ECJ C-163/94, C-165/94 and C-250/94 Sanz de Lera that
Article 73b(1) EC (now Article 63(1) TFEU) had direct effect. The judgement concerned
criminal proceedings brought against three individuals for having exported banknotes, above
an amount set in Spanish law, without prior authorization from Spanish authorities. The ECJ
stated that the provisions on free movement of capital laid down a clear and unconditional
prohibition for which no implementing measure was required. The provision of Article
73d(1)(b) EC (now Article 65(1)(b) TFEU)132 and the fact that Member States had discretion
to take all measures necessary to prevent infringement of national law and regulations did not
prevent Article 73b(1) EC from having direct effect because the exercise of such discretion
was subject to judicial review.133
The ECJ said in ECJ C-101/05 A, a case concerning exemption from income tax, that
Article 56(1) EC (now Article 63(1) TFEU) laid down a clear and unconditional prohibition
for which no implementing measure was needed and which conferred rights on individuals
which they could rely on before the courts. The ECJ went on to say in the judgment that the
provision was directly effective in respect of the movement of capital between Member States
and third countries. According to the ECJ, and referring to paragraph 48 of Sanz de Lera,
Article 56(1) EC (now Article 63(1) TFEU), in conjunction with Articles 57 EC and 58(1)(b)
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EC (now Articles 64-65 TFEU) might be relied on before national courts and might render
national rules that were inconsistent with it inapplicable134, irrespective of the category of
capital movement in question.135
The ECJ has only established vertical direct effect of the provisions concerning free
movement of capital, that is, against the state, but not horizontal direct effect, that is between
individuals. Schepel, however, considers that it may only be a matter of time before the Court
establishes horizontal direct effect of the free movement of capital pointing to the
consequences of the case-law in the golden share cases (discussed in chapter 6.1.2). Two
issues lead him to that conclusion, on one hand the Court has framed Article 63 TFEU as a
charter of shareholders rights rather than an obligation for the Member States to meet. On the
other hand the ECJ has drawn a distinction between the measures it deems to fall under the
freedom of establishments and those it considers restriction on the free movement of
capital.136

6. Restrictions
6.1 Discrimination and restriction
The original provision on the free movement of capital, Article 67 EEC, made reference to the
abolition of all restrictions on the movement of capital and any discrimination based on the
nationality or on the place of residence of the parties or on the place where such capital was
invested. With the Maastricht amendments the reference to discrimination was dropped and
the provision only referred to restrictions. Despite this the ECJ has used both the
discrimination model and the restrictions model, both in regards to decision based on earlier
models of the provision as well as decisions based on Article 63(1) TFEU as it appears after
the Maastricht amendments, to eliminate measures which interfere with the free movement of
capital.137
Defining the notion of restriction is one of the most contested developments in the Court’s
case law with the ECJ’s answers varying both in time and among the freedoms.138 The broad
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scope given to the concept of restriction can be best seen in the case law on golden shares139,
which will be discussed below.

6.1.1 Discrimination model
Despite the change in wording discussed above the ECJ still uses the so-called discrimination
model. To understand the discrimination model it is perhaps best to take a closer look at
Article 67 EEC which prohibited discrimination on the grounds of nationality, the place of
residence of the parties and the place where capital was invested, that is direct discrimination.
While Article 63(1) TFEU does not reference discrimination, it seems likely that it prohibits
both national measures which are directly and indirectly discriminatory following the model
of the other three freedoms, as well as prohibiting non-discriminatory measures which
(substantially) hinder access to the market. Most of the case law has concerned direct
discrimination.140
Direct discrimination is based directly on nationality.141 It is important to distinguish
between direct discrimination and indirect discrimination because direct discrimination can
only be justified on grounds permitted by the TFEU.142
Consider for instance ECJ C-423/98 Albore in which the Naples Registrar of Property had
refused to register a sale of two immovable properties to German nationals because they had
not applied for authorisation prescribed by Italian law concerning property, situated in areas
of military importance.143 Such authorisation was only needed for non-Italian nationals.144 The
situation clearly constituted a discrimination based on nationality which Article 73b EC (now
Article 63 TFEU) prohibited.145 The orthodox rule is that direct discrimination can only be
saved by reference to an express derogation.146 However, the ECJ held that requirements of
public security, on which the contested legislation seemed to be based, could not justify
derogations from the free movement of capital unless the principle of proportionality was
observed. In other words derogations must be within limits of what is appropriate and
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necessary for achieving the aim in view. 147 The Court found that simply referencing a
requirement of defence of the national territory, which did not reach the scope of Article 224
of the EC Treaty, could not justify discrimination on grounds of nationality.148
In ECJ C-367/98 Commission v Portugal the Court held that the prohibition found in
Article 63(1) TFEU went beyond the mere elimination of unequal treatment, on grounds of
nationality, between operators on the financial markets.149 Indirect discrimination is not based
directly on nationality but has the same effect as if the discriminatory measure had been based
on nationality.150 Distinction such as these can appear neutral, such as limited or unlimited tax
advantage, but mainly prejudice non-nationals or foreign investment are just as serious and
harmful as direct discrimination.151
Cases concerning indirect discrimination have mostly arisen in the field of taxation which
have a different impact on non-residents than residents.152 ECJ C-443/06 Hollman for instance
concerned an individual residing in Germany who inherited immovable property in Portugal.
The property was taxed on the basis of Portugal’s law on tax on inheritance and donations on
the value of the asset. The individual then sold the property but was not entitled to rely on
favourable tax provisions in Portugal concerning her capital gain on the grounds that she was
residing in another Member State.153 The national legislation effectively made the transfer of
capital less attractive for non-residents by deterring them from making investments in
immovable property in Portugal as well as carrying out transactions related to those
investments, such as selling immovable property. The ECJ maintained that this constituted a
restriction on the movement of capital prohibited by Article 56 EC (now Article 63 TFEU).154
For provisions of national law, such as those at issue Hollman, to be considered
comparable with the provisions of the Treaty concerning free movement of capital the
difference in treatment must concern situations which are not objectively comparable or be
justified by overriding reasons in the public interest.155 The ECJ found that the situation of
residents and non-residents were not so different as to justify unequal tax treatment156 nor
could the Court accept that cohesion of the tax system could constitute a justification in the
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public interest as there was no link between the tax advantage and the offsetting of that
advantage by a particular tax levy.157

6.1.2 Restrictions model
The ECJ has held that rules which are non-discriminatory, that is constitute neither direct nor
indirect discrimination, breach Article 63(1) TFEU if they hinder access to the market unless
they can be objectively justified.158 For example, in ECJ C-98/01 Commission v UK the
British Airports Authority had been privatised and a golden share created.159 The Court held
that while national rules limiting acquisition of shareholdings over a certain level applied
without distinction to residents and non-residents, they nevertheless affected the position of a
person acquiring a shareholding as such. In doing so the rules were liable to discourage
investors from other Member States from making such investments and, as a result, accessing
the market.160 The formulation seen in Commission v UK comes close to the restrictions
model the ECJ used in the other cases concerning golden shares, discussed in further detail
below.161
The discrimination model can be difficult to apply to capital movement situations.
Equating foreign nationals with foreign currency isn’t logical now that the single currency,
the Euro, has been adopted in many Member States. Perhaps for this reason, as well as a
desire for convergence with the other freedoms, the court has increasingly used the
restrictions model162 using language that indicates that the free movement of capital has a
much wider scope than merely discriminatory rules.163
In ECJ C-222/97 Trummer and Meyer the Court pointed out that rules prohibiting
registration of a mortgage in the currency of another Member State could164 reduce the
effectiveness and attractiveness of such a security. Such rules were likely to have the effect of
dissuading parties from denominating their debt in the currency of another Member State
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depriving them of a right which constituted a part of the free movement of capital and
payments.165
The change towards a restrictions-based approach was most clearly signalled by the
Golden Share cases where the Court employed the formulation it developed in ECJ C-76/90
Säger in the context of services.166
Säger concerned a specialist in patent renewal services, Dennemeyer, providing services
from the United Kingdom.167 Säger, a German citizen, complained of unfair competition and a
breach of German law in that Dennemeyer did not have a special licence under German law to
perform his services. No such permit was needed in a significant number of Member States.168
The question referred to the ECJ was essentially whether Article 59169 of the EEC Treaty
(now Article 56 TFEU) opposed national legislation prohibiting a company established in
another Member State, from providing to the holders of patents in the national territory a
service in respect of those patents, on the ground that the activity was reserved exclusively for
persons possessing a particular professional qualification by virtue of that legislation, such as
that of patent agent.170 The ECJ stated:
It should first be pointed out that Article 59 of the Treaty requires not only the
elimination of all discrimination against a person providing services on the ground of his
nationality but also the abolition of any restrictions, even if it applies without distinction
to national providers of services and to those of other Member States, when it is liable to
prohibit or otherwise impede the activities of a provider of services established in another
Member State where he lawfully provides similar services.171

The trend or tendency to privatise undertakings previously owned and controlled by the
state and having them carry on economic activities of public importance, for instance energy
supply, has led to safeguards to be adopted in the cases where joint private and public
undertakings have been established. These safeguards are sometimes called golden shares as
they attribute special rights to the government holding the share. Examples of such rights
include the right to appoint directors, to veto certain decisions of the company or to restrict
acquisition of a controlling interest in the company.172
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Governments argued in several golden share cases that legislation at issue in the
proceedings was not discriminatory as it applied without distinction on grounds of nationality
and therefore did not amount to a restriction on the free movement of capital.173 The Court has
pointed out that Article 73b EC (Article 63 TFEU) lays down a general prohibition on
restrictions on the movement of capital between Member States which goes beyond mere
elimination of unequal treatment on grounds of nationality. Even though golden share rules
might not be considered to constitute unequal treatment they were liable to impede acquisition
of shares in undertakings with golden shares and deter investors in other Member States from
investing in those undertakings and therefore they were likely to render the free movement of
capital illusory. 174 Further, the Court has held that rules which limit acquisition of
shareholdings or restrict in some other way the scope for participating effectively in the
management of a company or in its control, such as a system of prior approval, constitute a
restriction on the free movement of capital.175
When discussing golden shares it is useful to look to the explanatory notes to Annex I of
Directive 88/361/EEC. These explanatory notes define direct investment as investments of all
kinds by natural persons or commercial, industrial or financial undertakings which serve to
establish or maintain lasting and direct links between the persons providing the capital and the
entrepreneur to whom or the undertaking to which the capital is made available in order to
carry on an economic activity. Therefore, the concept of direct investment must be understood
in its widest sense. The explanatory notes further state that in regards to undertakings which
have the status of companies limited by shares the nature of direct investment includes an
element of participation in that where the block of shares held by a natural person of another
undertaking or any other holder, the shareholder is enabled to participate effectively in
managing the company or in its control, either pursuant to the provisions of national law.
One instance of an golden share can be found in ECJ C-58/99 Commission v Italy which
concerned provisions of Italian legislation providing for acceleration of the procedures for the
sale of shareholdings held by the State and public bodies in joint stock companies and the
decrees concerning the “special powers” laid down in the case of the privatisation of two
companies176 in the energy and petrochemical sectors and the telecommunications sector,
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respectively.177 These special powers provided that the President of the Council of Ministers
was to determine by a decree in which companies, controlled directly or indirectly by the
State and operating in certain sectors, a provision must be inserted in the statute before the
adoption of any measure resulting in the loss of control. Such a provision would have to be
inserted by decision taken at an extraordinary general meeting and would confer on the
Minister for the Treasury one or more “special powers” which included the power to grant
express approvals, a power to appoint a minimum of one or several directors and an auditor as
well as the right to veto certain decisions.178
The Commission argued in Commission v Italy that such special powers were liable to
hinder or render the exercise of the fundamental freedoms guaranteed by the EC Treaty less
attractive and that they must satisfy four conditions: firstly, that they must apply in a nondiscriminatory manner; secondly, that they must be justified by overriding considerations in
the general interest; thirdly, that they must be appropriate for ensuring that the objective
which they pursue is achieved; and lastly, to not go beyond what is necessary in order to
achieve that objective. Because there was no evidence in the case that these conditions were
met and that the special powers as a result, conferred to the Italian authorities a potential to
discriminate which they might use in an arbitrary manner, the Commission held that these
special powers were incompatible with Articles 73b EC (now Article 63 TFEU).179 The
reasoning of the ECJ amounted to no more than reciting the Commission’s views and
considering that it did not add nor subtract anything from the Commission’s view one can
assume the Court was of the same opinion. The conditions listed by the Commission are the
same ones set forth in ECJ C-55/94 Gebhard mentioned above in Chapter 2.3.
In the following four cases the Commission successfully upheld its view that special
shares had amounted to restriction on capital movement except in the case against Belgium
where the Court found that the restrictions were justified. The cases also highlight the Court’s
assessment of the public interest justifications the Member States put forth as well as the
principle of proportionality in regard to those justifications.
In ECJ C-483/99 Commission v France (Elf-Aquitaine) French legislation had vested a
golden share on the French Republic in Société Nationale Elf-Aquitaine 180, a company
operating in the energy sector. 181 The legislation stated that any shareholding, direct or
177
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indirect, held by a natural or legal person, acting alone or in conjunction with others, which
exceeded the ceiling of one tenth, one fifth or one third of the capital or of voting rights in the
company must first be approved by the Minister for Economic Affairs. The legislation also
stated that the French Republic had a right to oppose any decision to transfer or to use as
security the assets listed in the annex to the legislation.182 The French government argued that
the restrictions that might result from the contested legislation were justified due to public
security and overriding requirements of the general interest, namely that availability of
petroleum products in the event of a crisis would be guaranteed.183 The ECJ pointed out that
certain concerns might justify retention by Member States of a degree of influence within
undertakings that were initially public and subsequently privatised where those undertakings
were active in fields of provision of services in the public interest or strategic services.
However, the Court stated that such concerns could not entitle a Member State to plead their
own system of property ownership by way of justification for obstacles resulting from
privileges attaching to their position as shareholders in a privatised undertaking to the
exercise of the freedoms provided for by the Treaty. Further, Article 222 of the EC Treaty
(now Article 345 TFEU)184 did not have the effect of exempting the Member States’ systems
of property ownership from the fundamental rules of the Treaty.185 While the objective of
safeguarding the supplies of petroleum products in the event of a crisis undeniably fell within
the scope of a legitimate public interest, the requirements of public security as a derogation
from the fundamental principle of free movement of capital must be interpreted strictly so that
their scope could not be determined independently by each Member State without any control
by the European Union institutions. Therefore, public security could only be relied on if there
was a genuine and sufficiently serious threat to a fundamental interest of society.186 The Court
considered that the conditions for applying the special powers were too generally worded for
individuals to estimate the extent of their rights and obligations deriving from Article 73b EC
(Article 63 TFEU). The ECJ felt that the golden share left too much discretion to France and
therefore constituted a serious interference with the free movement of capital possibly having
the effect of excluding it altogether and consequently the system of the French legislation
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clearly went beyond what was necessary in order to attain the objective pursued by the French
Government.187
Similarly in ECJ C-98/01 Commission v United Kingdom and ECJ C-112/05 Commission
v Germany the Court found that the UK and Germany had failed to fulfil their obligations
pursuant to the Treaty provisions on free movement of capital. In Commission v United
Kingdom the government held a golden share in a company after it was privatised and the
rules of which limited the possibility of acquiring voting shares in a company as well as
maintaining the procedure of requiring consent for the disposal of the company’s assets, to
control of its subsidiaries and to winding-up.188 The United Kingdom’s Government argued
that the measures did not restrict access to the market within the meaning of the rule
developed in ECJ C-267/91 Keck and Mithouard judgement189, but the Court said that the
measures were not compatible to rules concerning selling arrangements, which were the
subject of Keck and Mithouard.190 The ECJ held that while the restrictions in Commission v
United Kingdom on investment operations applied without distinction to both residents and
non-residents, they affected the position of a person acquiring a shareholding as such and
therefore they were liable to deter investors from other Member States from making such
investments. Consequently, they might affect access to the market.191
In Comission v Germany the German Government was considered to have failed to fulfil
its duties according to the EC Treaty by maintaining in force legislation, the so called VW
Law, regarding the privatisation of equity in the Volkswagenwerk limited company. The
provisions of the law included stipulating that voting rights of a shareholder, whose shares
represented more than one fifth of the share capital, should be limited to the number of votes
granted by the par value of share equivalent to one fifth of the share capital as well as that at a
general meeting no person might exercise a voting right which corresponded to more than one
fifth of the share capital.192 The German Government maintained that there was no national
measure, as the VW Law was based on an agreement entered into between individuals and
groups claiming rights in respect of the Volkswagenwerk company at that time.193 The Court
pointed out that exercise of legislative power by the national authorities authorised according
to that end was proof of State power and further pointed out that the provisions of the
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contested law could no longer be amended solely at the will of the parties to the initial
agreement. Therefore, the Court rejected the arguments that the VW Law was not a national
measures for the purposes of the free movement of capital.194
ECJ C-503/99 Commission v Belgium concerned a golden share in two companies, one
operating in energy and the other in energy transport.195 The ECJ’s reasoning in the judgement
is essentially the same as in Commission v France up until evaluating if the legislation in
question enabling the Member State to pursue its objective and whether or not it went beyond
what was necessary for that purpose. In Commission v Belgium the ECJ found that the
Commission had not shown that less restrictive measures could have been taken to attain the
objective pursued. The ECJ considered that the decrees were justified and dismissed the
Commission’s application concerning Article 73b EC (Article 63 TFEU).196
Regarding the case law on golden shares some scholars have advocated a discriminationbased approach to prevent possible overextension in the field. They point to past history of
overextension in the field of free movement of goods as well as the fact that potential litigants
in the field of capital movements are likely to be corporations with means, interest and
sufficient resources to bring test cases.197 In the golden share cases the ECJ has had to deal
with national measures whose aim is to retain a degree of public control over privatised
undertakings. While the Member States have argued that the rules apply without distinction
on ground of nationality and therefore do not restrict capital movements,198 the ECJ has
maintained that the rules are liable to impede and dissuade capital movements and therefore
constitute restrictions despite no unequal treatment.199

6.3 Territorial Scope
The European Union’s external policy regarding capital movement has understandably
changed over time. While the Treaty of the European Economic Community did not set an
objective for capital movements with third countries, merely encouraging Member States to
coordinate their capital movements with third countries, the Maastricht Treaty installed a
clear principle for the common policy in matters of capital movements with third countries. In
principle external movements of capital need to be fully free, much like internal
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movements. 200 Article 63(1) TFEU not only applies in respect of movement of capital,
between the individual Member States but also states that restrictions on movement between a
Member States and third countries shall be prohibited. The free movement of capital has the
same meaning in a third State context as in the context of movement within the EU and the
concept of restriction is the same as it is in movement between Member States, at least in
principle.201 In abolishing capital restrictions between Member States and Third Countries,
Article 63 TFEU differs from the other freedoms. The EU also promotes adoption of liberal
policies by third countries as well in order to obtain symmetry in its external relations.202
The reasons for extending the territorial scope of this freedom can be many. Snell
postulated three reasons for the extension of the territorial scope. Firstly, that the free
movement of capital between Member States would undermine capital controls towards third
countries, investors would simply enter or exit the EU by the most liberal jurisdiction to
access the target state. Secondly, the credibility of the single currency would increase by
liberalization. Thirdly, the erga omnes effect arguably contributes to the principle of an open
market economy expressed in Article 119 TFEU.203
Despite the wording of Article 63 TFEU, that movement of capital is free between
Member States and third countries, in reality the issue is not quite so clear-cut. According to
Article 64(2) TFEU the EU may regulate the movement of capital to or from third countries
involving direct investment. According to Article 66 TFEU the EU may adopt safeguard
measures with regard to the freedom of capital movement with third countries in exceptional
circumstances if movements of capital cause or threaten to cause serious difficulties for the
operation of the Economic and Monetary Union. Furthermore, Article 75 TFEU provides
recourse when necessary to achieve the objectives regarding the prevention and combating of
terrorism and related activities.
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In ECJ C-452/01 Ospelt the ECJ held that measures which entailed a restriction on the
free movement of capital might be permissible if they fulfilled certain conditions. The first
condition being that the restrictions would be pursued in a non-discriminatory way an
objective in the public interest and the second that the restriction was appropriate for ensuring
that the aim pursued was achieved by not going beyond what was necessary for that purpose.
In cases of prior authorisation, such as in Ospelt, the Court maintained that such measures
must be based on objective criteria known in advance and would allow all persons affected by
a restrictive measure of that type to have a legal remedy available to them.204
In his Opinion in Ospelt, Advocate General Geelhoed emphasized the importance of free
movement of capital for the functioning of the other freedoms, not only as a condition for the
internal market but that it also emphasizes the principle of an open market economy with free
competition. Geelhoed wrote that, although this open market economy was not restricted by
the physical borders of the territory of the EU, this did not mean that the free movement of
capital had the same effect both within and outside of the Union. Within the European Union
the Treaty provisions on free movement of capital had direct effect and the freedom was
virtually complete while exceptions existed which could be applied to free movement of
capital to third countries. 205 While Article 63 TFEU did not draw distinction between
movements of capital within the Union and to third countries that did not mean that the
prohibition on restrictions had the same effect in both situations.206
In his opinion in ECJ C-446/04 FII Group Litigation Geelhoed noted that restrictions on
free movement of capital to third countries were, in principle, prohibited according to the
wording of Article 56(1) EC (now Article 63(1) TFEU). In analysing whether such
restrictions were justified, be it on the grounds of Article 58(1) EC (Article 65(1) TFEU) or
the discrimination analysis under Article 56 EC (Article 63 TFEU), different considerations
might apply in situations concerning movements to third countries than situations of
movements within the EU. Geelhoed referred to his opinion in Ospelt where he pointed out
the difference concerning movement within the EU on one hand and movements of capital to
third countries, namely that the European Central Bank sets monetary policy for the
Economic and Monetary Union which presupposes complete unity in the movement of money
and capital. While capital movements had been liberalised to a large extent worldwide the
context was not the same as within the EU. Therefore Member States might be able to prove
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that restrictions of capital movements with third countries were justified in circumstances
where it would not amount to a valid justification in intra-EU capital movements.207
In ECJ C-101/05 A several countries voiced their concerns and argued that the concept of
restrictions on the free movement of capital could not be interpreted identically with regard to
movements between Member States and third countries to its interpretations as regards
relations between Member States. Germany, France and the Netherlands advanced that
compliance with the prohibition laid down in Article 56(1) EC (now Article 63(1) TFEU)
would lead to unilateral liberalisation by the European Union without securing a similar
guarantee on the part of third countries concerned and without harmonisation measure of
national provisions for these countries. Germany and the Netherlands held that if free
movement of capital were interpreted identically as to relations within the EU and to
movement between Member States and third countries that would deprive the EU of being
able to negotiate liberalisation with those third countries.208
In A the ECJ simply stated that while the objectives of the liberalisation of movement of
capital to third countries might be different than establishing the internal market, it was clear
that when the principle was extended to movement of capital between third countries and the
Member States the Member States themselves decided to enshrine it in Article 73b(1) EC
(Article 63(1) TFEU) in the same terms as the principle of movement of capital between the
Member States.209
Despite the wording of Article 63 TFEU, however, it is clear in reading the rest of the
provisions in Chapter 4 of the TFEU that movements of capital and payments between
Member States and third countries are more limited than Article 63 TFEU implies. Besides
the express and general derogations found in Article 65 TFEU the free movement of capital
and payments to third countries are subject to four further potential restrictions.210 The first of
these is historic as Article 64(1) TFEU exempts restrictions existing on December 31, 1993
on four types of free movement of capital pursuant to EU or national law. These four types of
capital movements are direct investment (including in real estate), establishment, the
provision of financial services and the admission of securities to trade on capital markets. The
second restriction is potential as Article 64(2) TFEU enables the Council to adopt measures
on the same four types of movement of capital to and from third countries. The third
restriction concerns balance of payments as Article 66 TFEU allows the Council to take
207
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safeguard measures concerning capital movements to and from third countries for periods up
to six months if such a measure is strictly necessary.211 The fourth restriction is political in
that Article 75 TFEU allows the European Parliament and the Council to define a framework
for administrative measures concerning capital or payments, such as freezing of funds,
financial assets or economic gains belonging to, or owned or held by, natural or legal persons,
groups or non-State entitites.212

7. Derogations
Article 65 TFEU contains derogations which enable the Member States to generally limit
capital movements and justify discrimination. Article 65(1) TFEU contains two express
derogations, one specific and one general. The specific one in Article 65(1)(a) TFEU
concerns the Member States’ right to tax while Article 65(1)(b) TFEU, which replicates
Article 4 of Directive 88/361/EEC, contains the general derogation.213 The provisions in
paragraphs 1 to 3 came into the Treaty with the Maastricht Treaty as then Article 73d while
paragraph 4 was inserted with the Lisbon Treaty.
The TFEU sends a slightly mixed message with Article 65(1) TFEU in that Article
65(1)(a) permits Member States to apply the relevant provisions of their tax law which
distinguish between taxpayers who are not in the same situation with regard to their place of
residence or with regard to the place where their capital is invested, while Article 65(1)(b)
allows them among other things to take all requisite measures to prevent infringements of
national law and regulations, in particular in the field of taxation and the prudential
supervision of financial institutions. The reason for this is that the Member States wanted both
free movements of capital, established in Article 63 TFEU, and to retain their national tax
autonomy. Following the general move towards more market oriented economic policies and
the aim of European Monetary Union they were content to see the capital movements
liberalized but did not want their tax policies interfered with.214
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7.1 Article 65(1)(a) TFEU
The derogation found in Article 65(1)(a) TFEU allows Member States to continue
distinguishing between taxpayers according to their place of residence or where their capital
is invested. More precisely, the subparagraph states:
The provisions of Article 63 shall be without prejudice to the right of Member States:
(a) to apply the relevant provisions of their tax law which distinguish between taxpayers
who are not in the same situation with regard to their place of residence or with regard to
the place where their capital is invested;

The provision must however be interpreted strictly and, as the Court emphasized in ECJ
C-315/02 Lenz, does not mean that any tax legislation making a distinction between taxpayers
on the grounds listed will automatically be considered to be compatible with the Treaty. The
Court pointed out that the provision was limited by Article 73d(3) EC (Article 65(3) TFEU)
which meant that the national provisions referred to in Article 73d(1) EC (Article 65(1)(a)
TFEU) should not constitute a means of arbitrary discrimination or a disguised restriction on
the free movement of capital and payments as defined in Article 73b EC (Article 63
TFEU).”215 This is comparable to the second sentence of Article 36 TFEU concerning goods
which states:
Such prohibitions or restrictions shall not, however, constitute a means of arbitrary
discrimination or a disguised restriction on trade between Member States.

For a difference in treatment not to be regarded as arbitrary for the purposes of Article
65(3) it must be objectively justified and the ECJ interprets this requirement strictly. For
instance in ECJ C-512/03 Blanckaert the Court said that while unequal treatment was
permitted under Article 58(1)(a) EC (Article 65(1)(a) TFEU) it must be distinguished from
arbitrary discrimination, forbidden under Article 58(3) EC (Article 65(3) TFEU). The Court
then pointed out that according to case law a national provision could be regarded as
compatible with the free movement of capital provisions of the Treaty if the difference in
treatment applied to situations which were not objectively comparable or if the national
provision was justified by overriding reasons in the general interest.216 For the purposes of
such disputes, the Court first considers whether the two groups of taxpayers are comparable
and if it finds them to be so it then moves onto ascertaining whether the restriction can be
justified by an overriding reason in the general interest.217
The ECJ will decide whether residents and non-residents are in a comparable position or
not, and whether there has been discrimination. For instance in ECJ C-374/04 Test claimants
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in class IV of the ACT Group litigation the Court said that in order to determine whether a
difference in tax treatment was discriminatory it was necessary to consider whether the
companies were in an objectively comparable situation.218
Regarding the potential of a national provision being justified where it applies to
situations which aren’t objectively comparable one can look to ECJ C-376/03 D. The ECJ
held that, as regards income tax, the situation of a resident was different from that of a nonresident because the major part of his income was normally concentrated in the state of
residence. Therefore, the state had all the information needed to assess the taxpayer’s overall
ability to pay when his personal and family circumstance had been taken into account.219
From this the ECJ concluded that the fact that a Member State did not grant certain tax
benefits to a non-resident which it granted to residents was usually not discriminatory since
the two categories of taxpayers were not in a comparable situation.220
However, this Court also held in D that the situation can be different if the non-resident
received no significant income in his Member State of residence but obtained the majority of
his taxable income from an activity performed in the state of employment, with the result that
the state of residence was not in a position to grant him benefits that resulted from taking into
account his personal and family circumstances. When this was the case there was no objective
difference between such a non-resident and a resident engaged in comparable employment
that justified different treatment with respect to taking account of the taxpayer’s personal and
family circumstances for taxation purposes.221 Therefore the Court allowed a Member State to
grant a benefit to a non-resident subject to the condition that at least 90% of their worldwide
income must be subject to tax in that state.222
The ECJ has held that a Member State can apply a tax to income regardless of it being
taxed in another Member State. As a consequence, double taxation is not contrary to the
TFEU provisions on free movement of capital.223 See for instance in this respect judgement
ECJ C-513/04 Kerckhaert and Morres where the ECJ held that Article 73b(1) EC (Article
63(1) TFEU) did not preclude legislation of a Member State which, in the context of income
tax, made dividends from shares in companies established in the territory of that State and
dividends from shares in companies established in another Member State subject to the same
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uniform rate of taxation, without providing for the possibility of setting off tax levied by a
deduction in that other Member State.224
The ECJ has limited the exceptions in Article 65(1)(a) TFEU. ECJ C-35/98 Verkooijen
was a judgement concerning tax law in the Netherlands which exempted shareholders from
income up to a certain amount on dividends so long as the company paying the dividends was
also established in the Netherlands.225 The Netherlands, and several other Member States
which submitted observation, pointed out that even if such a provision constituted a
restriction, the Court would have to take into account Treaty rules which had then entered into
force, especially the provision of Article 73d(a)(1) EC (Article 65(1)(a) TFEU).226 The ECJ
however pointed out that it had already upheld the rule codified in Article 73d(a)(1) EC in its
earlier case law. The Court stated that according to that case law, before the entry into force
of Article 73d(a)(1) EC, “national tax provisions of the kind to which that article refers, in so
far as they establish certain distinctions based, in particular, on the residence of taxpayers,
could be compatible with Community law provided that they applied to situations which were
not objectively comparable [...] or could be justified by overriding reasons in the general
interest, in particular in relation to the cohesion of the tax system.” Furthermore, Article
73d(a)(1) EC was subject to the provision in Article 73d(3) EC (Article 65(3) TFEU) which
stated that national provisions cannot constitute a means of arbitrary discrimination or a
disguised restriction on the free movement of capital.
The Court, in Verkooijen, therefore considered Article 73d(a)(1) EC as merely a
codification of its earlier case law in ECJ C-279/93 Schumacker, ECJ C-204/90 Bachmann
and ECJ C-300/90 Commission v Belgium.227 As a result of this the ECJ simply applied its
normal test in examining whether the restriction could be objectively justified by any
overriding reason in the general interest. 228 In that the Court rejected arguments of the
Netherlands et al. that the provision was justified by the need to preserve the cohesion of the
Netherland’s tax system229, reasoning that no direct link existed between the tax advantage
and the offsetting levy230, as well as pointing out that unfavourable tax treatment could not be
justified by existence of other tax advantages.231
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ECJ C-204/90 Bachmann concerned a German national working in Belgium and
Belgium’s refusal to allow him deduction from his total occupational income of contributions
paid in Germany pursuant to sickness and invalidity insurance contracts and life assurance
contracts which were concluded before he arrived in Belgium. The refusal was based on
legislation which provided that only voluntary sickness and invalidity insurance contributions
which were paid to a mutual insurance company recognized by Belgium and pension and life
insurance contributions paid in Belgium could be deducted from occupational income.232
Belgium held that the measures were necessary to ensure the cohesion of the tax system.233
The ECJ considered that the provisions were contrary to the free movement of workers and
the freedom to provide services but that they might be justified by the need to preserve the
cohesion of the tax system and that such legislation was not contrary to Article 67(1) EEC
(now Article 63(1) TFEU).234
In ECJ C-279/93 Schumacker the ECJ recognized that the situation of residents and nonresidents was not generally comparable in relation to direct taxes235 but that the position was
different in cases where the non-resident obtained the major part of his taxable income from
an activity performed in the State of employment and no significant income in his Member
State of residence. If this were the case the Member State of residence would not be in a
position to grant him benefits resulting from taking into account his personal and family
circumstances. In such situations there would be no difference between a resident and a nonresident that could justify difference in treatment.236 The Member States submitted that the
discrimination could be justified by reason of cohesion of the tax system as there was a link
between taking into account family circumstances and the right to tax worldwide income,
which only the Member State of residence could do. Therefore the Member State of
employment would not have to take personal and family circumstances into account as that
would mean that the individuals circumstances were taken into account twice and that he
would enjoy parallel tax benefits in both Member States.237 The ECJ disagreed, maintaining
that as the tax payable in the Member State of residence would be insufficient to enable it to
take personal and family circumstances into account and therefore the Member State of
employment would have to do so instead.238
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There is however, a difference between Verkoijen and Schumacker regarding the Court’s
assessment of compatibility. Schumacker concerned the free movement of workers and the
Court considered the question of compatibility, at the stage of ascertaining whether there was
a breach of Article 45 TFEU. In free movement of capital cases, however, the question is
considered at the justification stage, after it has been established that there is a breach of
Article 63 TFEU.239
The ECJ stressed the limited nature of the Article 65 TFEU derogations in240 ECJ C367/98 Commission v Portugal, a case concerning a golden share situation. Portugal
maintained that the system it had established was applicable without any discrimination based
on the nationality of investors.241 The Court did not agree and said that the prohibition of
investors from other Member States to purchase more than a certain number of shares in
certain Portuguese undertakings gave rise to discrimination incompatible with the provisions
of the Treaty relating to free movement of establishment and of capital. This could only be
justified on grounds of public policy, public security or public health, none of which were
applicable in the case.242 Likewise, rules requiring prior authorisation before purchasing an
interest in a Portuguese undertaking above a certain level were also incompatible with the
Treaty provisions.243 The Court maintained that these national provisions created obstacles to
the free movement of capital within the EU, even though they were applicable without
distinction, as they were liable to impede acquisition of shares in the undertaking concerned
and dissuade investors in other Member States from investing in the capital of that
undertaking.244 The Court yet again pointed out that the free movement of capital could only
be restricted by national rules justified by reasons referred to in Article 73d(1) EC (now
Article 65(1)(a) TFEU) or by overriding requirements of the general interest and which are
applicable to all persons and undertakings pursuing an activity in the territory of the host
Member State. In order for rules to be justified the national legislation must be suitable for
securing the objective pursued and not go beyond what is necessary in order to attain it.245
A scheme of prior administrative authorisation, like the one at issue in Commission v
Portugal, must be proportional, that is the objective could not be attained with less restrictive
measures as well as be based on objective, non-discriminatory criteria known in advance to
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the undertakings concerned and all persons affected by the restrictive measure must have a
legal remedy available to them.246 The ECJ then goes on to point out that the financial interest
of a Member State cannot constitute adequate justification as it is settled case-law that
economic grounds cannot serve as justification for obstacles prohibited by the Treaty that is,
unless such justifications fell somehow within the ambit of Article 73d(1) (Article 65(1)(a)
TFEU) which relates in particular to tax law. The Court therefore refused to recognize the
justification of economic policy objectives the Portuguese government maintained, namely
that of choosing a strategic partner, strengthening the competitive structure of the market
concerned or modernising and increasing the efficiency of means of production.247
Member States reacted to the jurisprudence concerning Article 65(1)(a) TFEU with some
alarm, particularly to the full impact of the application of the internal market law in the field
of taxation. There was tension between the idea of a single market and the territorially based
national tax systems. According to free market provisions different treatment of residents and
non-residents constitutes indirect discrimination on grounds of nationality, that is unless such
difference in treatment can be justified. Likewise, countries usually tax residents on the basis
of their worldwide income and non-residents on the basis of the income they have earned in
the country. As Jukka Snell puts it “residence is a highly suspect distinguishing criterion in
Union law, but the generally accepted distinguishing criterion in national and international tax
law” seeing as national tax systems usually tax residents based on their worldwide income
and non-residents based on their income which they have earned in the state of question. The
Member States feared disintegration of their tax bases and made strong interventions,
sometimes warning of disastrous revenue losses as a result. Support came from the
international tax law community, which criticized the Court’s case law. The Court altered its
course of jurisprudence, seemingly in response to the concerns of the Member States, in
particular toning down the language of restrictions in the tax context. As a result Member
States that had not successfully pleaded their cases before suddenly began to see their
arguments taken notice of. Meanwhile the Member States sought to wrestle even more of the
initiative into their hands by inserting a new article with the Lisbon Treaty. Article 65(4)
TFEU certainly bears a certain resemblance to Article 108(2)(3) TFEU which allows the
Member States to appeal to the Council to decide that state aid compatible with the internal
market if such a decision is justified by exceptional circumstances.248
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4. In the absence of measures pursuant to Article 64(3), the Commission or, in the
absence of a Commission decision within three months from the request of the Member
State concerned, the Council, may adopt a decision stating that restrictive tax measures
adopted by a Member State concerning one or more third countries are to be considered
compatible with the Treaties in so far as they are justified by one of the objectives of the
Union and compatible with the proper functioning of the internal market. The Council
shall act unanimously on application by a Member State.

Article 65(4) TFEU is notable because it places the Member States, through the Council,
in a position to rule on the legality of national measures, something which is normally
reserved for the Court, while Article 108(2)(3) TFEU merely replaces a decision of the
Commission. In this, Article 65(4) TFEU goes even further than Article 108(2)(3) TFEU. The
criterion “justified by one of the objectives of the EU and compatibility with functioning of
the internal market” leaves the Council considerable discretion.249 That the Member States
chose to include the Article in the Lisbon Treaty demonstrates a distrust of the Court on the
part of the Member States when it comes to deciding on tax matters and their willingness to
curtail the free movement of capital to and from third countries.250

7.2 Article 65(1)(b) TFEU
The express derogations found in Article 65(1)(b) TFEU contain both the standard publicpolicy/public-security derogations found elsewhere in the Treaty as well as special provisions
concerning taxation which reflect the mandatory requirements on the effectiveness of fiscal
supervision.251 Article 65(1)(b) is as follows:
1. The provisions of Article 63 shall be without prejudice to the right of Member States:
(a) [...]
(b) to take all requisite measures to prevent infringements of national law and regulations,
in particular in the field of taxation and the prudential supervision of financial
institutions, or to lay down procedures for the declaration of capital movements for
purposes of administrative or statistical information, or to take measures which are
justified on grounds of public policy or public security.

Article 65(1)(b), which can be dived into two parts, is subject to Article 65(3): the
restrictions cannot constitute a means of arbitrary discrimination. The first part of the Article
covers the Article up until the reference to public policy and public security. The ECJ will
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inquire closely before accepting this defence.252 In ECJ C-451/05 ELISA the Court pointed to
settled case-law in that a general presumption of tax avoidance or tax evasion cannot justify a
fiscal measure which compromises the objectives of the Treaty. The Court said that
prevention of tax evasion can only be used as justification if the applicable legislation is
aimed at wholly artificial arrangements whose objective is to circumvent tax laws, making
any general presumptions of tax evasion impossible.253
In joined cases ECJ C-358/93 and C-416/93 Bordessa and others the Court pointed out
that although Article 65(1)(b) TFEU expressly refers to the requisite measures to prevent
infringements of national law and regulations and points to taxation and prudential
supervision of financial institutions as an example, the list is non-exhaustive and so it follows
that other measures can be permitted in so far as they are designed to prevent illegal activities
of comparable seriousness. The Court then lists money laundering, drug trafficking and
terrorism as examples.254
The second part of Article 65(1)(b) TFEU contains a reference to public policy and public
security. The ECJ has drawn on its jurisprudence on other freedoms when interpreting these
terms. The Court interprets these exceptions narrowly and that the Member State has the
burden of proof.255 The restriction must be justified in terms of pursuing an objective in the
public interest referred to in Article 65(1) TFEU or by grounds of overriding public interest.256
The restriction must also be proportionate, if the same result can be achieved by other less
restrictive measures, it will not be permitted.257 The national provisions must therefore be
appropriate for securing the attainment of the objective pursued and not go beyond what is
necessary in order to attain it.258
Article 65 TFEU overlaps other Treaty derogations as well as sharing some similarities
with them. Due to this the ECJ has drawn on its case-law concerning the other freedoms when
it interprets the derogations in Article 65 TFEU.259 Let us for instance look at two judgements,
on one hand ECJ 203/80 Casati and on the other hand ECJ C-54/99 Church of Scientology.
Casati concerned an Italian national living in Germany. Mr. Casati had brought with him
money to Italy intending to buy equipment for his company. As the factory from which he
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intended to do business with was closed for the holidays he had to take the money back with
him to Germany but was caught and criminal proceedings were instigated against him in Italy
because he had not sought prior authorization for exporting the money from Italy, as was
required by law for sums above a certain amount.260 Concerning the criminal proceedings
brought against Mr. Casati, the ECJ said that criminal legislation and rules of criminal
procedure were in principle matters that the Member States were responsible for. However,
EU law set certain limits in the area regarding the control measures it permits the Member
States to maintain in connection with the free movement of goods and persons. The Court
said of such administrative measures or penalties that they “must not go beyond what is
strictly necessary, the control procedures must not be conceived in such a way as to restrict
the freedom required by the Treaty and they must not be accompanied by a penalty which is
so disproportionate to the gravity of the infringement that it becomes an obstacle to the
exercise of that freedom.”261
Church of Scientology is an example of the ECJ relying on the free movement of persons
case-law262 when interpreting the concepts of public policy and public security of Article
65(1)(b) TFEU. The case concerned a system of requirement for foreign direct investment
considered as a threat to public policy, public health or public security, established by
France. 263 The ECJ maintained that while the Member States were in principle free to
determine the requirements of public policy and public security in the light of their national
needs. However, those grounds must be interpreted strictly so as to ensure that the scope of
derogations from free movement of capital were not decided unilaterally by each Member
State without the EU institutions having any control. Member States can only rely on
derogations based on public policy and public security if there is a genuine and sufficiently
serious threat to a fundamental interest of society and those derogations may not be applied in
such a way to serve purely economic ends. Moreover, persons who are affected by a
restrictive measure based on a derogation such as this must have access to legal redress.264
Restrictive measures such as these can only be justified on the grounds of public policy or
public security if they are necessary for the protection of the interests which they are intended
to guarantee and only to the extent that those objectives cannot be attained by less restrictive
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measures.265 The Court finally concluded that the system France had established for prior
authorisation was contrary to the principle of legal certainty as investors were unable to know
exactly in what circumstances such prior authorization was required.266
In ECJ C-423/98 Albore the Court relied on its case-law concerning the free movement of
goods267 to define public security in the context of an Italian rule which required foreigners to
have authorization prior to living in certain areas of military importance. The ECJ stated that
“public security” included the external security of a Member State.268 The Court held that only
a reference to the requirements of defence of the national territory could not justify
discrimination on grounds of nationality. The Court went on to say that the position would be
different only if the Government could demonstrate that non-discriminatory treatment of the
nationals of all the Member States would expose the military interest of the Member State
concerned to real, specific and serious risks which could not be countered by less restrictive
procedures.269
In ECJ C-503/99 Commission v Belgium Belgium held that the objective of the legislation
at issue was the safeguarding of energy supplies in the event of a crisis and that it fell within
the scope of a legitimate public interest.270 The Court referenced its judgement ECJ C-72/83
Campus Oil wherein it had previously agreed that public-security consideration of ensuring a
minimum supply of petroleum products at all times might justify an obstacle to the free
movement of goods, remarking that the same reasoning applied to the free movement of
capital as Article 73d(1)(b) EC (Article 65(1)(b) TFEU) allowed justification on the grounds
of public security.271 The Court has, however, interpreted derogations of free movement of
capital based on public security strictly and such a justification may only be relied on if there
is a genuine and sufficiently serious threat to a fundamental interest of society.272 The Court
found that the measures were proportionate, and that it was not shown that less restrictive
measures could have been taken to attain the objective.273
The Court’s conclusion in ECJ C-503/99 Commission v Belgium in contrast to the its
decision in ECJ C-483/99 Commission v France (Elf-Aquitane), discussed in further detail
above in chapter 6.1.2. In this case investors were given no indication whatsoever of what
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specific, objective circumstances prior authorisation would be granted or refused making the
system contrary to the principle of legal certainty. The ECJ remarked that wide discretionary
powers seriously interfered with the free movement of capital and might even have the effect
of excluding the freedom altogether. The Court considered that the system established by the
Member State went beyond what was necessary in order to attain the objective.274
A case where the derogation in Article 65(1)(b) TFEU was successfully relied on is ECJ
C-439/97 Sandoz. As mentioned above the case concerned a stamp duty imposed on loans
contracted by resident borrowers from non-resident lenders. Austria claimed that the purpose
of the stamp duty was to ensure that loans to Austrian residents were granted under the same
conditions from the point of view of tax, irrespective of whether they were made by lenders
residing in Austria or by lenders in other Member States. The Austrian tax authority said that
otherwise loans granted by non-resident lenders in Austria or lenders in other Member States
might escape duty because the documents pertaining to such loans were drawn up abroad and
remained in the custody of the lender. Therefore, the overall purpose of the Austrian
provisions at issue was to ensure equality of tax treatment of borrowers.275 The Court pointed
out that the legislation in question applied without regard to the nationality of the parties or
where the loan was contracted, to all natural and legal persons residing Austria who entered
into a contract for a loan. The legislation prevented taxable persons from using the free
movement of capital to evade requirements of domestic tax legislation since the effect of the
measure was to compel persons to pay the duty. The ECJ therefore concluded that the
legislation was essential in order to prevent infringement of national tax law and regulations
as Article 73d(1)(b) EC (Article 65(1)(b) TFEU) provided.276 It is interesting to take a look at
ECJ C-478/98 Commission v Belgium in the context of the result of Sandoz. Commission v
Belgium concerned a prohibition of acquisitions by persons resident in Belgium of securities
of a loan issued abroad.277 The Court considered that a “general presumption of tax evasion or
tax fraud cannot justify a fiscal measure which compromises the objectives of a directive.”
The Court further said that the measure at issue consisted of “an outright prohibition on the
exercise of a fundamental freedom” guaranteed by Article 73b EC (Article 63 TFEU).278 By
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this Belgium was considered to have failed to fulfil its obligations under Article 73b EC
(Article 63 TFEU).279

Part II: the European Economic Area
8. The History of the EEA Agreement
The European Free Trade Association, EFTA, was founded by seven European countries in
response to the formation of the European Economic Community (EEC) in 1958. These
countries – Austria, Denmark, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland and the United
Kingdom – began exploring the possibility of a free trade agreement amongst themselves in
early 1959. An agreement that was agreed in November 1959 and entered force on May 3,
1960.280
EFTA was intended as an alternative option to the European Union, involving economic
co-operation without the political merger that seemed to be pursued within the Union. In
accordance with this the goals of EFTA were limited to free trade on the basis of conventional
international co-operation.281 In 2001 an agreement amending the EFTA Convention was
adopted. The Vaduz Convention, as it is sometimes referred to after the place where it was
signed, strengthened the coherence in economic relations among the EFTA Member States
and provided an improved common platform for developing their relations with trade partners
around the world.282
With the founding of EFTA and the European Union two large trade blocks were
established in Western Europe. These trade blocks made free trade agreements in the 1970s,
yet these did not mean that all tariffs and restrictions on import were abolished.283 The EU
was the most important trading partner of the EFTA States and vice versa.284 At this time the
EFTA States mainly engaged in bilateral negotiations with the EU as EFTA did not involve a
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common trade policy like the EU. The free trade agreements were therefore formally made
between individual EFTA States on the one hand and the EU on the other.285
In 1984 negotiations began between EFTA and the Union on further enhancement of
economic cooperation, in response to concerns about European competitiveness. From this
sprung the idea of a European economic area. The result was the Luxembourg Declaration
laying down a programme for development of future European economic cooperation.286At
the start of the 1990s EFTA still had several populous and economically stronger nations as
members. At this time it was, however, clear that the European Union was overall stronger
economically compared to EFTA.287
Since its founding, several changes in memberships of EFTA have been made. Iceland
joined in 1970, Finland joined in 1986, after having been an associate member since 1961,
and Liechtenstein joined in 1991. Other Member States left to become full members of the
European Union; Denmark and the United Kingdom in 1973, Portugal in 1986 and Sweden,
Austria and Finland in 1995.288
In 1989, Jacques Delors, then the President of the EC Commission, proposed a more
structured partnership, with common decision-making and administrative institutions with the
EFTA States. The EFTA States declared that they were ready to initiate negations with the
Union leading to “the fullest possible realization of free movement of goods, services, capital
and persons, with the aim of creating a dynamic and homogeneous European Economic
Space.” Negotiations on the European Economic Area (EEA) began in 1990; the Agreement
was concluded in 1992 and entered into force on January 1, 1994. The contracting parties
were the EU States, Austria, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden. Switzerland rejected
EEA membership in a referendum in 1992 and instead concluded bilateral agreements with
the EU. Liechtenstein became a member of the EEA on May 1, 1995.289 Before the EEA
Agreement came into force four EFTA States had already applied for membership to the
European Union. Austria, Finland and Sweden left EFTA in 1995 to join the EU. The three
EFTA States participating in the EEA are therefore Norway, Iceland and Liechtenstein.290 The
European Commission’s interest in the EEA Treaty diminished somewhat after Austria,
Finland and Sweden left EFTA and its political and economic importance diminished.291
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The aim of the EEA Agreement is to “promote a continuous and balanced strengthening
of trade and economic relations between the Contracting Parties with equal conditions of
competition, and the respect of the same rules, with a view to creating a homogeneous
European Economic Area.”292 A homogeneous EEA implies that individuals and economic
operators should be treated in the same way throughout the EEA, this regardless of whether
EU law or EEA rules are applied. Common rules does not ensure homogeneity, however. For
homogeneity to be attained the rules must be interpreted and applied in a uniform manner
throughout the EEA.293
The EEA Agreement extends the Internal Market of the EU to the three EEA EFTA States
and as a result economic operators in those states can conduct business under the same legal
framework as operators in the EU States as well as having the same rights and obligations in
areas covered by the Agreement.294 The European Economic Area unites 27 EU Member
States and the three EEA EFTA States in the Internal Market governed by the same basic
rules aiming to establish that goods, services, capital and persons move freely about the
European Economic Area in an open and competitive environment. As previously stated,
these concepts are collectively referred to as the Four Freedoms.295 Relations between EU
Member States continue to be governed by EU law while relations between EU Member
States and EEA EFTA States, as well as relations between the EEA EFTA Member States, are
governed by the EEA Agreement.296
It is important to note that the EEA EFTA States have not transferred any legislative
competence to EEA institutions and that all decisions on the EEA EFTA side of the EEA
Agreement are taken unanimously. The EEA Agreement did however establish bodies to
match those on the EU side such as the EFTA Court, the EEA Council and the EFTA
Surveillance Authority (ESA). Substantive decisions relating to the EEA Agreement and its
obligations are a responsibility of the EU and the common bodies, such as the EEA Council
and the EEA Joint Committee. 297 The EEA Joint Committee is responsible for the
management of the EEA Agreement being a forum for exchange of views and decision
making by consensus to incorporate EU legislation into the EEA Agreement. The EEA
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Council is the political force for the development of the EEA Agreement, where the EEA
EFTA States are represented by their foreign ministers.298
The main part of the EEA Agreement consists of 129 Articles but additionally there are 22
Annexes and 49 Protocols to the Agreement. Through the Annexes the acquis of the EU
applicable to the EEA is adopted by a decision of the EEA Joint Committee. The provisions
of the EU acquis taken into the EEA Agreement through the Annexes must be implemented
by the EEA EFTA States at national level. The Protocols include provisions in specific areas,
for instance that dualist Member States must introduce a statutory provision to incorporate
EEA law into their domestic legal order and to the effect that EEA rules will prevail over a
conflicting national provision where conflicts between EEA rules and other statutory
provisions are possible.299
In order to achieve a homogeneous single market the Agreement provides that new EU
legislation relating to the Internal Market shall be incorporated into the EEA Agreement
through amendments to the Annexes and Protocols of the Agreement.300 Whenever an EEArelevant legal act is amended or a new one adopted by the EU, a corresponding amendment
should be made to the relevant Annex of the EEA Agreement. Such an amendment should
ensure that the text on the EEA sides is as close as possible to the adopted legislation on the
EU side. The EEA EFTA States can request for consultation on matters of concern as well as
negotiate adaptations to EU legislation when this is called for by special circumstances and
agreed on by both sides.301
In the following chapters, the principle of homogeneity will be discussed in Chapter 9,
before the main provisions on the free movement of capital will be observed in Chapter 10 as
well as the provisions providing form derogations therefrom in Chapter11. These will be
compared with their counterparts in the TFEU. Iceland employed capital controls before
joining the EEA302, for instance having strict rules on the purchase of currency, obtaining
loans and other capital movements303, in fact most of them were only abolished during 19901995304 one reason being the Agreement on the European Economic Area.305 A precondition
for the free movement of capital in the EEA Agreement was the reorganization of the
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Icelandic banking sector. 306 Iceland’s reprieve from capital controls turned out to be
somewhat short lived as in 2008 capital controls were enacted in response to the financial
crisis and the collapse of the three largest banks. These currency controls will be explored in
Chapter 11, being as they are a major derogation from the EEA Agreement.

9. Homogeneity between EEA law and EU law
The EEA is essentially two joined economic areas intended to have the same rules, conditions
of competition for individuals and economic operators and comparable rights and obligations
for the EU and EEA contracting parties.307 The aim of the EEA Agreement is to create a
homogeneous European Economic Area, set forth in Article 1 EEA as well as being
mentioned in the Preamble to the Agreement. The fourth recital of the Preamble makes
reference to the goal of establishing a dynamic and homogeneous European Economic Area
based on common rules and equal conditions of competition. The fifteenth recital of the
Preamble states that the objective of the Contracting Parties is to reach and maintain uniform
interpretation and application of the EEA Agreement and the provisions in EU law which are
substantially reproduced in the EEA Agreement.
Divergence between EU law and EEA law is compensated by the principle of
homogeneity, one of the fundamental principles of the EEA Agreement. The principle of
homogeneity entails that the rules that apply within the EEA and within the European Union’s
internal market be sufficiently uniform. To ensure this the EEA Agreement contains a number
of provisions aimed at ensuring homogeneity, such as provisions on legislative and judicial
homogeneity.308
Without the principle of homogeneity application and interpretation of common rules
could develop along different lines and be applied differently within the EU and within the
EEA.309 For the EEA to be homogeneous the two legal systems must develop in parallel and
be applied and enforced in a uniform manner. To ensure homogeneity the EEA Agreement
establishes a surveillance mechanism to ensure the fulfilment of obligations under the
Agreement and a uniform interpretation and application of its provisions (‘judicial
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homogeneity’).310 To this end the EFTA Surveillance Authority and the EFTA Court play an
important part in the pursuit of homogeneity.

9.1 Legislative homogeneity
The EEA Agreement owes much of its success to its highly dynamic nature; that is the system
of adding new and relevant EU legislation through decisions of the EEA Joint Committee. By
doing this the constantly evolving acquis of the EU is integrated into the EEA Agreement.
The EEA EFTA States have never used their formal right to block this continuous updating of
EEA law.311
In regard to legislative homogeneity between EU and EEA law it is important to note that
the dynamic nature of the EEA Agreement does not encompass the main part of the
Agreement. Rather, Article 102 EEA stipulates that the Joint Committee may only amend its
annexes. Updating the main parts of the Agreement can only be achieved through the process
of treaty amendment, involving all 31 parties to the Agreement. The EEA EFTA States
reportedly made enquiries in 2001 about the possibility of such an update of the Agreement,
but the EU rejected this, citing more pressing tasks, such as the enlargement of the Union and
the attempt to renegotiate a new Constitutional Treaty.312
As a result of the EEA Agreement, not having a simplified mechanism to allow the rules
in the main part of the EEA Agreement to develop in parallel with the rules of EU primary
law, is still largely based on the EC Treaty resulting from the Single European Act. The EU
Treaties have in the meantime, as covered in detail throughout this essay, been updated
multiple times. This has resulted in claims of an increasing gap between the two systems,
which some fear may undermine the goal of the EEA Agreement of creating a homogeneous
European Economic Area.313
Some scholars contend that the principle of homogeneity should not be understood in an
absolute and dogmatic manner, arguing that it does not require the rules to be completely
identical under the EEA Agreement and under the TFEU and that the rules only need to be
sufficiently uniform in order to allow for the good functioning of the extended internal market,
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insisting that this view is supported by the wording and structure of the EEA Agreement.314
Article 102 EEA for instance stipulates that a decision needs only be taken as closely as
possible to the adoption of the corresponding EU legislation. The phrase “as closely as
possible” relates to the time at which the EU legislation has to be incorporated as well as the
substance of the decision of the EEA Joint Committee in that, ideally, the EU act should be
incorporated into the EEA Agreement, with as few adaptations as possible.315
In default of a decision of the Joint Committee regarding an amendment of an annex for
the incorporation of EU legislation, as prescribed in Article 102(1) EEC, the Contracting
Parties to the EEA Agreement are to make all efforts to come to a “mutually acceptable
solution”, as stated in Article 102(3) EEA, in case the subject matter falls within the
competence of the legislator. Article 102(4) EEA even foresees the possibility of simply
taking notice of the equivalence of legislation, as opposed to the incorporation of EU
legislation into the EEA Agreement, if an agreement on the amendment on an annex cannot
be reached. Thus, should absolute homogeneity not be achieved, the EEA Agreement
regulates the situation. Otherwise, the degree of homogeneity that needs to be achieved is
determined by what is necessary for the good functioning of the EEA Agreement.316 The issue
may however not be as simple as that where it concerns actual differences of provisions of the
EEA Agreement and the TFEU.
Frederiksen points out that no signs have emerged suggesting that the changes made to
EU primary law through the Lisbon Treaty have affected the ECJ’s ability to interpret the free
movement provisions in the EEA Agreement in conformity with their corresponding
provisions in the TFEU. He concludes that the changes made to EU primary legislation
through the Maastricht, Amsterdam, Nice and Lisbon Treaties have not undermined the goal
of dynamic homogeneity between the EEA Agreement and underlying EU law. However,
Frederiksen also mentions ECJ Case C-540/07 Commission v. Italy as the first case where the
ECJ concluded that differences in legal context between a provision in the EU Treaties and its
corresponding provisions in the EEA Agreement rendered the goal of homogeneity
unattainable.317
In Commission v. Italy the ECJ found that Italy, by maintaining in force a tax regime for
dividends distributed to companies established in the other Member States and the EEA
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Member States less favourable than which applied to dividends distributed to resident
companies, had failed to fulfil its obligations under Article 56 EC (now Article 63 TFEU)318
but not Article 40 EEA.319 The ECJ stated that Article 40 EEA and Annex XII to the EEA
Agreement had the same legal scope as that of the substantially identical provisions of Article
56 EC.320 The ECJ held, however, that the restrictions on Article 40 EEA were justified by
reasons of public interest321 as Directive 77/799 establishing a framework of cooperation
between competent authorities of the Member States in the field of direct taxation and
taxation of insurance premiums did not exist between the EU and the EEA.322 This case
clearly indicates that dynamic interpretation by the Courts may not in itself remedy the failure
to update the main part of the EEA Agreement.323
Several other judgements followed from the ECJ in all of which the ECJ held that lack of
corresponding provisions to those now found in Directive 2011/16/EU meant that national
rules which were in breach of EU law, could be justified under the EEA Agreement. It is clear
therefore that application of the fundamental free movement rules in the main part of the EEA
Agreement, interpreted in conformity with their corresponding provisions in EU law, may
differ because of differences in the legal context. Frederiksen states that this appears to
unavoidable due to the fact that the scope of the EEA Agreement is more limited than that of
EU law but also points out that as far as Directive 2011/16/EU is concerned the EEA EFTA
States can remedy the lack of corresponding EEA rules through a separate agreement with EU
States.324

9.2 Judicial homogeneity
The task of ensuring judicial homogeneity within the EEA falls chiefly to the EFTA Court,
though it also involves the ECJ indirectly.325 The EFTA Court has been in existence for little
over twenty years and during that time it has gained a reputation as a promoter of
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homogeneity with the EFTA side of the EEA. The Court’s promotion of homogeneity does
not only deal with substantive provisions but also procedural issue.326
The ECJ was initially doubtful that homogeneity between EEA law and underlying EU
law was possible, stating that divergence in aims and context of the EEA Agreement as
opposed to EU law stood in the way of the objective of homogeneity in interpreting and
applying the law in the EEA.327 However, as Frederiksen points out, the EFTA Court seems to
have changed the ECJ’s mind to the point where in ECJ C-452/01 Ospelt it stated that “it is
for the Court […] to ensure that rules of the EEA Agreement which are identical in substance
to those of the Treaty are interpreted uniformly.”328
Article 6 EEA and Articles 105 to 107 EEA concern aspects of judicial homogeneity.
Article 6 states that in so far as rules of the EEA Agreement are identical in substance to
corresponding rules of the EU treaties they shall, in their implementation and application, be
interpreted in conformity with the relevant rulings of the ECJ which were given prior to the
date of signature of the EEA Agreement. Article 6 also states that this obligation of
confirmative interpretation is without prejudice to further developments of case law. It is also
important to point out the second paragraph of Article 3 of the ESA/Court Agreement in this
context which provides that the Court has to take due account of later case law. While the
EFTA Court is only obliged to take into consideration case-law before the EEA Agreement
was signed in reality it also takes note of later case-law in order to maintain homogeneity
within the EEA, as the Court stated openly in EFTAC E-10/07 L’Oreal.329 The EFTA Court
has therefore effectively eliminated the temporal limit of Article 6 EEA. The ECJ also follows
this approach and continues to interpret EEA in line with its own case-law handed down after
the signature of the EEA Treaty. As a result it has, up to this point, never been necessary for
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the EEA Joint Committee to exercise the powers it has under Article 105 EEA in order to
preserve homogeneous interpretation of the Agreement.330
Articles 105 to 107 EEA belong to a section of the EEA Agreement dedicated to
homogeneity. Article 105 states that in order to achieve the objective of uniform
interpretation the provision of the EEA Agreement and provisions in EU legislation
substantially reproduced in the Agreement, the EEA Joint Committee shall keep development
of case law of the ECJ and the EFTA Court under constant review. Should the EEA Joint
Committee not succeed in preserving homogeneous interpretation within two months after a
difference in the case law of the two courts has been brought before it, the procedures laid
down in Article 111 may be applied, procedures which relate to settlement of disputes.331
Article 106 provides that the Joint Committee shall put in place a system for the exchange
of information concerning judgements by the EFTA Court, the ECJ, and the Court of First
Instance of the European Union and courts of last instance of the EEA EFTA States. Article
107 provides for the possibility of an EEA EFTA State to allow a court or a tribunal to
request the ECJ to interpret an EEA rule, provisions on which are laid down in Protocol 34.
Common with Articles 6 and 105 to 107 EEA is that they are to foster “as uniform an
interpretation as possible” of the rules of the EEA Agreement.332
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It is notable that, except for Article 6, the EEA Agreement only refers to the aim of
achieving as uniform an interpretation as possible. Further, provisions concerning judicial
homogeneity containing explicit references to the independence of the courts or possible
developments of future case-law open up the possibility of deviating case law. In Article 105
EEA the Agreement simply provides a mechanism to manage situations such as these, rather
than requiring the two pillars of the EEA Agreement to avoid any divergent case-law. The
Article aims to preserve homogeneous interpretation of the EEA Agreement but failing that
provides for a dispute settlement procedure at the end of which the Contracting Parties are to
find an acceptable solution. Some scholars contend that this wording does not necessarily
mean a solution preserving absolute homogeneity but a solution which enables the
maintaining of a good functioning of the EEA Agreement.333
Not everyone agrees on the EFTA Court’s approach regarding substantive homogeneity.
While some maintain that the Court’s approach only reflects the institutional arrangements
the EEA Agreement established and that the Court has little choice but follow the decisions
and principles established by the ECJ, others accept that the EFTA Court has a more proactive role in interpreting the EEA Agreement in pursuit of its good functioning.334
Identical interpretation of provisions on procedures is referred to as procedural
homogeneity. The EFTA Court seems to be prepared to reach far in establishing procedures
that serve the good functioning of the EEA Agreement. When dealing with homogeneity in
respect to the same effect of EU and EEA law in the legal orders of the Member States, the
EFTA Court has had to account for the resistance negotiated into the Agreement of
transferring legislative and judicial powers to supra-national institutions established under
international law. Because of this the EFTA Court has rejected the fundamental EU law
doctrines of direct effect and primacy. Persistent debates about the specificities of the
principle of state liability in the EEA/EFTA context reflect similar concerns.335
The doctrine of state liability is one example of the EFTA Courts efforts to maintain
homogeneity in the EEA. In joined cases ECJ 6/90 and 9/90 Francovich the ECJ found that in
situations where a Member State of the Union had breached EU law it was a principle of
Community law that they should be obliged to make good loss and damage which was caused
to individuals by the breach.336 The case concerned a failure by Italy to implement a directive
intended to guarantee employees a minimum level of protection in the event of the insolvency
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of their employer.337 After finding that employees could not enforce their rights based on the
directive against the state because it hadn’t been implemented338 the ECJ went on to observe
that the full effectiveness of EU law would be impaired if individuals could not obtain a
redress when their rights were infringed by a breach of EU law for which a Member State
could be held responsible.339 The ECJ therefore found that the principle of state liability where
a State was liable for loss and damage caused to individuals because of breaches of EU law
for which the State could be held responsible was inherent in the system of the EEC Treaty.340
The ECJ went on to detail conditions for such state liability; firstly, that the directive in
question should grant rights to individuals; secondly, that it should be possible to identify the
content of those rights on the basis of provisions of the directive; and lastly, that there existed
a causal link between the breach and the damage suffered.341
There is no provision in the EEA Agreement concerning state liability; that is liability for
damages in cases where Contracting Parties to the EEA Agreement may have violated EEA
law. However, in EFTAC E-9/97 Erla María the EFTA Court ruled that state liability was
part of EEA law. 342 The case concerned incorrect implementation of Directive 80/987/EEC by
Iceland.343 The Court found that the homogeneity principle, the objective of establishing rights
for individuals and economic operators to equal treatment and equal opportunities were so
strongly worded in the EEA Agreement that the EEA EFTA States were obliged to provide
compensation to individuals for loss and damage due to incorrect implementation of a
directive.344 The EFTA Court then established conditions for state liability which clearly
resembled the ones handed down by the ECJ in the Francovich case-law.345 While the EFTA
Court never expressly mentioned the Francovich judgement or subsequent case-law in Erla
María it is clear that it based its findings partly on those judgements. Francovich was handed
down before the cut-off date stipulated by Article 6 EEA. However, the EFTA Court did not
reference Article 6 EEA in Erla María nor did it reference the ECJ’s earlier case-law in the
field concerning state liability. It is likely that the reason for this is that no provisions were
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identical in substance. The conditions for liability recognized by the EFTA Court reflected the
ECJ’s case-law faithfully, in particular its post-Francovich developments.346

9.3 The Importance of Homogeneity
The emphasis on homogeneity has already been detailed in this chapter but perhaps the
impetus for that emphasis is the ECJ 270/80 Polydor judgement, a judgement pertaining to
the application of bilateral Free Trade Agreements made between the different EFTA States
and the EU (then the European Community) in 1972 which contained corresponding or even
identically worded provisions to the EEC Treaty.347 The ECJ found however that the fact that
the provisions were identically worded did not mean that they should be interpreted in the
same way as the EU had different objectives than the Free Trade Agreement.348 The ECJ
repeated this observation in its Opinion 1/91. The Opinion concerned the original intention of
establishing an EEA Court capable of deciding cases pertaining to the EEA Agreement for
both the EU and the EEA EFTA States.349 The ECJ again pointed out that the fact that the
provisions in the EEA Agreement and the corresponding EU provisions were identically
worded did not mean that they must necessarily be interpreted identically.350
Homogeneity in the EEA is therefore extremely important for the goal the EEA
Agreement intends to achieve so that the rules established in the EEA Agreement and the
corresponding provisions in the TFEU can be interpreted and applied as similarly as possible.
There are differences between the EEA Agreement and the provisions in the TFEU that can
be said to be of a linguistic nature. It is doubtful that these differences, pointed out in the
following chapters, pose much threat to the goal of homogeneity in the EEA. There are,
however, some real differences between the provisions in the EEA Agreement and the
provisions in the TFEU about free movement of capital, namely those relating to possible
derogations from the freedom. The EFTA Court has gone far to maintain homogeneity within
the EEA, but considering its judgement in EFTAC E-1/04 Fokus Bank where the Court
effectively applied the provisions set forth in Article 65 TFEU without them having a parallel
in the EEA Agreement may have gone too far. Considering that the EEA EFTA States did not
want to hand over legislative power to the EEA institutions, always implementing any
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changes to the Annexes in their national legislation, the issue of diverging, or in this case,
completely different, provisions in the Treaties should be taken up at the level of the
Contracting Parties, not within the case law of the Courts. As will however be pointed out
later, the EFTA Court could have reached the same substantial result by a different route
which would have been permissible by the EEA Agreement.

10. Free Movement of Capital in the EEA
The provisions in the EEA Agreement on the free movement of capital are essentially the
same as the ones found in the EU Treaties before the Maastricht Treaty came into force. The
provisions, negotiated in 1990-1992, reflect the corresponding provisions of the EC Treaty as
it stood at the time. Later amendments of EU primary law are not reflected in the main part of
the EEA Agreement. For the most part the changes that were made with the treaties of
Maastricht, Amsterdam, Nice and Lisbon are of a limited nature; at least as far as the core part
of the internal market is concerned, that is except for the changes to the provisions governing
the free movement of capital. 351 As previously discussed, the Maastricht Treaty made
extensively revised the provisions on free movement of capital and after the Maastricht Treaty
came into force the European Court of Justice took a more prominent role relating to the free
movement of capital.352

10.1 Provisions
Within EFTA and the EU the provisions on cooperation in economic- and monetary matters
are completely different. Within the EU there is the Economic and Monetary Union with a
common currency, the Euro, while in the Article 46 EEA only calls for the Contracting
Parties to exchange views and information on a non-binding basis.
The main provision in the EEA Agreement concerning the free movement of capital is
Article 40 which states that:
Within the framework of the provisions of this Agreement, there shall be no restrictions
between the Contracting Parties on the movement of capital belonging to persons resident
in EC Member States or EFTA States and no discrimination based on the nationality or
on the place of residence of the parties or on the place where such capital is invested.
Annex XII contains the provisions necessary to implement this Article.
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As can be seen Article 40 EEA prohibits discrimination based on nationality, the place or
the residence or where capital is invested. Article 4 EEA contains a general nondiscrimination clause, stating that discrimination on grounds of nationality shall be prohibited
within the scope of application of the EEA Agreement. The EFTA Court has held that
because the principle of non-discrimination has been given effect in Article 40 it is not
necessary in cases concerning potential breach of the free movement of capital to examine
whether a breach of Article 4 has occurred.353 Furthermore, Article 40 EEA does not only
require equal treatment of residents and non-residents as regards substantive rights but also
procedural rights insofar as “procedural rights are prerequisite to the protection of substantive
rights under the EEA Agreement.” The extent of disadvantages suffered in such situations is
irrelevant.354
As earlier discussed in this thesis, the term “capital movement” is not defined in EU
primary law. Neither is it defined in the EEA Agreement. Rather, the ECJ defined the term in
joined cases ECJ 286/82 and 26/83 Luisi and Carbone. The EFTA Court has never relied on
the Luisi and Carbone to establish a certain operation as capital movements; instead it
generally refers to Directive 88/361/EEC concerning the implementation of Article 67 of the
EC Treaty.355 The definition of capital movement in Luisi and Carbone356 should, however,
also be valid in the context of the EEA Agreement, on the basis of Article 6 EEA, which
states that provisions in the EEA Agreement which are identical in substance to
corresponding rules in the EU treaties shall be interpreted in line with case-law handed down
by the ECJ before the EEA Agreement came into force. The definition in the judgement
makes sense in the EEA Agreement even though the EFTA Court has not yet referred to it as
Directive 88/361/EEC does not contain a definition of the term of capital movement, only a
non-exhaustive list of examples of capital movements. A general definition should therefore
still be necessary in order to classify operations which are not listed in the Annex.357
As stated in the last part of Article 40, Annex XII contains necessary provisions for
implementation of the article. The Annex incorporates Directive 88/361/EEC into the
agreement but lists several adaptions. For instance, Iceland may continue to apply restrictions
that existed at the date when the Agreement was signed, Article 40 EEA and the provisions of
Annex XII notwithstanding, on foreign ownership and/or ownership by non-residents in
353
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fisheries and fish processing and Norway may continue to apply restrictions on ownership by
non-nationals on fishing vessels that existed at the time of the Agreements signing. The EFTA
Court has referred to the nomenclature in Annex I of Directive 88/361/EEC on several
occasions, for instance in EFTAC E-1/00 Íslandsbanki-FBA hf. the Court said the Annex
indicated ‘the scope of capital movements for the purpose of Article 40 EEA and Article 1 of
the Directive.’358
Due to the principle of homogeneity discussed above it is important to examine the
differences that exist between the TFEU and the EEA Agreement. The differences between
the provisions of Article 40 EEA and Article 63 TFEU can be classified in two categories;
linguistic and substantial. Examples of the former are the phrases “there shall be no
restrictions” in Article 40 EEA but “all restrictions shall be prohibited” in Article 63 TFEU,
which are almost identical and carry the same meaning. An example of the latter is for
instance that while Article 63 TFEU provides that movement of capital shall be free between
Member States and between Member States and third countries, Article 40 EEA only
stipulates that free movement of capital shall be between the Contracting Parties.
The principle of free movement of capital in the TFEU benefits both residents and nonresidents in the Member States, while the principle in the EEA Agreement benefits only
residents of the Member States. The reasons for these differences are essentially that the EEA
Agreement, not entailing a common commercial policy, affects third country relations to a
much lesser degree than the TFEU. Such a policy, as the TFEU contains, makes it important
to create a common regime as regards capital movements to and from third countries or
capital movements between the Contracting Parties of capital belonging to persons not
residing on the territories of the Contracting Parties.359
It is however important to note that the provisions in the TFEU aren’t quite as
unconditional as the wording of Article 63 TFEU might suggest, see for instance the
discussion in chapter 6.2. The difference is then that the TFEU sets out with the goal of free
movement of capital between Member States as well as Member States and third countries
while the EEA Agreement sets out with the premise that free movement of capital only
applies between the Contracting Parties to the Agreement.
As discussed in Chapter 6.1 the Article 63 TFEU no longer makes reference to
discrimination. Despite this the ECJ has used both the discrimination model and the
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restrictions model as discussed in Chapter 6.1. This difference in wording should therefore
not constitute a hindrance to the goal of attaining a homogeneous European Economic Area.
Advocate General Geelhoed, in his Opinion in ECJ C-452/01 Ospelt, examined in detail
whether Article 40 EEA and Article 63 TFEU should be interpreted in the same way.360
Geelhoed points to Article 6 EEA which provides that provisions of the Agreement which are
identical in substance to the provisions of the TFEU must be interpreted in conformity with
the case-law of the ECJ as it stood at the time the EEA Agreement was signed. There is,
however, no similar provision relating to subsequent case law.361 It must be pointed out that
while there is no similar provision in the EEA Agreement itself, Article 3(2) of the
Surveillance and Court Agreement, which states that in the interpretation and application of
the EEA Agreement due account shall be paid to the principles laid down by relevant rulings
by the ECJ given after the date of signature of the EEA Agreement and which concern the
interpretation of the EEA Agreement. The Surveillance and Court Agreement applies to the
EFTA Court and ESA.362 Geelhoed also noted that the ECJ had jurisdiction to interpret the
EEA Agreement with regard to the territory of the EU and the EFTA Court with regard to
application in the EEA EFTA States. Therefore, the Agreement provides for cooperation
between the Courts. Geelhoed considered in that regard that it was for the ECJ to ensure
safeguarding of uniformity as regards interpretation of the EEA Agreement but also that
interpretation is given in uniformity with interpretation of identical or comparable provisions
in the TFEU.363 Geelhoed next points to ECJ C-162/00 Pokrzeptowicz-Meyer which the
Commission had referred to in its observations. 364 In the judgement the ECJ held that
“[a]ccording to settled case-law, a mere similarity in the wording of a provision of one of the
Treaties establishing the Communities and of an international agreement between the
Community and a non-member country is not sufficient to give to the wording of that
agreement the same meaning as it has in the Treaties. [...] According to that case-law, the
extension of the interpretation of a provision in the Treaty to a comparably, similarly or even
identically worded provision of an agreement concluded by the Community with a nonmember country depends on, inter alia, the aim pursued by each provision in its own
particular context. A comparison between the objectives and context of the agreement and
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those of the Treaty is of considerable importance in that regard.”365 After noting that one of
the principle aims of the EEA Agreements is to provide for the fullest possible realisation of
the Four Freedoms within the whole EEA, and seeking to extend the Internal Market to the
EFTA Countries, Geelhoed maintains that the objectives and context of the EEA Agreement
must be compared with those of the TFEU.366 Geelhoed finally explained that, in his view, the
provisions of the EEA Agreement that related to the free movement of capital must be
interpreted in the same way as the corresponding articles in the TFEU, at least as far as
possible. This, he maintains, related both to the content of the freedom and to the grounds on
which Member States might restrict these freedoms.367 In ECJ C-452/01 Ospelt the ECJ
simply states that the rules in the EEA Agreement prohibiting restrictions on the movement of
capital and discrimination, so far as concerns relations between the state parties to the EEA
Agreement, are identical to the ones in the TFEU as with regard to relations between Member
States.368
Article 41 provides for freedom of current payments, stating:
Current payments connected with the movement of goods, persons, services or capital
between Contracting Parties within the framework of the provisions of this Agreement
shall be free of all restrictions.

To compare the two, while Article 63(2) TFEU provides for prohibition of all restriction on
payments between Member States and between Member States and third countries, Article 40
EEA, besides only applying to movements between Contracting Parties like Article 40 EEA,
only stipulates that current payments shall be free when they are connected with one of the
four freedoms.
Article 42(1) EEA contains a provisions stating that when domestic rules, which govern
the capital market and credit system, are applied to movements of capital liberalized in
accordance with the EEA Agreement, they shall be applied in a non-discriminatory manner.
Article 42(2) EEA concerns loans for direct or indirect financing of an EC Member State or
an EEA EFTA State or its regional or local authorities. The provision states that such loans
“shall not be issued or placed in other EC Member States or EFTA States unless the States
concerned have reached agreement thereon.” This provisions mirrors Article 68(3) of the EEC
which has now been repealed. The article was probably inserted into the EEA Agreement for
reasons of symmetry rather than for its practical relevance and, as it has mainly a bearing on
365
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the bilateral relations between the Contracting Parties, no adverse effects on the EEA
Agreement should be expected.369
The EFTA Court has held that the rules governing the free movement of capital in the
EEA Agreement are substantially identical to those found in the TFEU.370 The EFTA Court
has drawn guidance from such ECJ cases as ECJ C-452/01 Ospelt. In the Ospelt, ECJ
maintained that Article 40 EEA possessed the same legal scope as Article 56 EC (now Article
63 TFEU) as noted above.371 In doing this the EFTA Court has in general followed a
restrictions approach when interpreting the free movement provisions.372 In EFTAC E-3/11
Sigmarsson the EFTA Court reinforced substantive homogeneity by finding the scope of the
fundamental freedoms broadly equivalent in both legal systems which must be interpreted
identically.373
At the same time, the EFTA Court explicitly avoids dealing with issues relating to
procedural homogeneity, homogeneous interpretation prescribed by the Agreements, its
protocols and side-agreements. The EFTA Court noted in Sigmarsson that there were no
equivalent provisions in the EU Treaties to the procedures set out in Articles 44 and 45 EEA.
This, however, is not entirely correct as Articles 143 and 144 TFEU concern procedures for
EU Member States which are not participating in the Euro in instances where they encounter
balance of payment difficulties parallel to Article 43(4) and Articles 44 and 45 EEA.374
The EFTA Court has on several occasions given rulings on matters relating to the free
movement of capital. The first such case was Case E-1/00 Íslandsbanki-FBA hf. which
concerned a dispute over the guarantee fee provisions in Icelandic legislation which
established a system of state guarantees.375 The legislation provided that guarantee fees,
payable to the State Treasury on all loans, were higher for foreign loans than for domestic
loans.376 The EFTA Court stated that such a system of higher fees for foreign loans did not
necessarily render the foreign loans less attractive as other factors, such as interest rates,
might influence borrowers when they considered which the most attractive lending offer
was.377 However, this system did render the foreign loans more expensive for the borrower
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than if the lower guarantee fees had be applied to those loans. The Court then goes on to say
“National provisions such as those at issue in the main proceedings provide for an inherent
difference in the treatment of loans from foreign lenders and loans from domestic lenders. All
other terms being equal, that difference will render foreign loans more expensive than
domestic ones.”378 The Court held that such difference in treatment between domestic and
foreign loans might dissuade borrowers from seeking out lenders established in another EEA
State. The Court therefore concluded that the guarantee fees at issue in the case constituted a
restriction on the free movement of capital.379 This wording is comparable to the wording the
ECJ uses when applying its restrictions model discussed above in Chapter 6.1.2. Further, the
Court stated, in response to an argument of the plaintiff, that in order to constitute a breach of
Article 40 EEA it was enough to establish that the legislation might dissuade borrowers from
seeking loans in other EEA States and therefore it was not necessary to demonstrate an actual
appreciable effect on the cross-border movement of capital.380

10.2 Territorial scope
As previously mentioned, while the provisions of the free movement of capital in the TFEU
concern both free movement between Member States as well as Member States and third
countries, the provisions in the EEA Agreement only stipulate that free movement of capital
applies between the Contracting Parties.
Interestingly, there seems to have been some misunderstanding regarding the EEA EFTA
States status, whether they were Member States or whether they were to be treated as third
countries. The issue arose in ECJ C-452/01 Ospelt. The case concerned a national of
Liechtenstein who owned and resided on land in Austria, some of which she leased to
surrounding farmers.381 Ms Ospelt wanted to transfer the property to a trust established in
Liechtenstein to prevent any division caused through inheritance of the family property. The
trust intended to continue leasing plots of land to the same farmers as before. 382 Her
application to transfer the property was refused on the ground that the conditions for
acquisition by foreigners had not been fulfilled.383 Ms Ospelt and the trust brought an action
against that decision and the Austrian court decided to stay proceedings and refer questions to
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the ECJ for a preliminary ruling.384 In those questions the Austrian court referred to member
states of the EEA as third countries. 385 The ECJ pointed out that both Austria and
Liechtenstein were parties to the EEA Agreement, Article 40 of which provided for no
restriction between Contracting Parties on the movement of capital.386 The ECJ held that since
the date the EEA Agreement entered into force in respect of Liechtenstein the Member States
could no longer invoke Article 73c (now Article 64 TFEU) against Liechtenstein.387
It is however interesting to note that Advocate General Geelhoed, in his opinion in Ospelt,
noted that the ESA contended that State Parties to the EEA Agreement could not be regarded
as third countries within the meaning of Article 64(1) TFEU. While Geelhoed found this view
to be incorrect388 he went on to state that he considered the EEA EFTA States to be thirdcountries maintaining that any State “which is not a Member state of the European Union is a
third country” and that the EEA Agreement did not alter this despite the fact that Contracting
Parties to the EEA Agreement derived rights from it similar or identical to the rights which
citizens of the European Union derived from the TFEU. Geelhoed pointed out that the EEA
Agreement is no different from other association agreements the EU has concluded with nonmember States nationals of whom can also derive rights from those agreements that they may
exercise in the EU Member States.389 Geelhoed concludes that the standstill clause in Article
64(1) TFEU means that the legislation at issue in the case preventing Ms Ospelt from moving
her land to the Foundation can be maintained as it existed on December 31, 1993.390

11. Derogations
11.1 Provisions
The EEA Agreement contains provisions on possible restrictions of capital movements that
constitute real safeguard and protective measures, which mostly deal with situations when
free movement of capital causes difficulties in or for a Contracting Party.391
Article 43 EEC lays down such protective measures in four paragraphs:
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1. Where differences between the exchange rules of EC Member States and EFTA States
could lead persons resident in one of these States to use the freer transfer facilities within
the territory of the Contracting Parties which are provided for in Article 40 in order to
evade the rules of one of these States concerning the movement of capital to or from third
countries, the Contracting Party concerned may take appropriate measures to overcome
these difficulties.
2. If movements of capital lead to disturbances in the functioning of the capital market in
any EC Member State or EFTA State, the Contracting Party concerned may take
protective measures in the field of capital movements.
3. If the competent authorities of a Contracting Party make an alteration in the rate of
exchange which seriously distorts conditions of competition, the other Contracting Parties
may take, for a strictly limited period, the necessary measures in order to counter the
consequences of such alteration.
4. Where an EC Member State or an EFTA State is in difficulties, or is seriously
threatened with difficulties, as regards its balance of payments either as a result of an
overall disequilibrium in its balance of payments, or as a result of the type of currency at
its disposal, and where such difficulties are liable in particular to jeopardize the
functioning of this Agreement, the Contracting Party concerned may take protective
measures.

The provision in Article 43 EEA is a logical consequence of the fact that capital
movements to and from third countries are not liberalised to the same degree in the EEA
EFTA States as they are in the EU Member States. The Contracting Parties did not consider
that this would threaten the good functioning of the EEA Agreement, as long as each
contracting party retained the power to react in case economic operators and individuals
started abusing different regimes to evade their national rules on capital movements to and
from third countries.392
The provisions on which Article 43 EEA is based date back to the early days of capital
movement regulation. Since then radical changes have come about in the EU after the Euro
was introduced in the Maastricht Treaty as well as gradual development of the provisions on
the free movement of capital.393 Article 43 EEA does not contain derogations based on
taxation, prevention of infringements and public and security policy unlike Article 65 TFEU
which may be employed to justify direct discrimination.
The provisions listing possible exceptions to the principle of free movement of capital in
the EEA and the EU look completely different. Article 65 TFEU allows Member States to
restrict capital movements by applying their tax law to distinguish between taxpayers who are
not in the same situation as regards their place of residence or place or investment, take
requisite measures to prevent infringement of national law and regulations or lay down
392
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procedures for the declaration of capital movements for purposes of administrative or
statistical information, or to take measures which are justified on grounds of public policy or
public security. The EEA Treaty does not contain corresponding provisions to this, stating
instead in Article 42 EEA that Contracting Parties may apply domestic rules governing the
capital market and credit system in a non-discriminatory manner. These provisions are very
different from those seen in the TFEU; while the EEA Agreement only requires that a
domestic measure may be applied in a non-discriminatory manner the TFEU requires that the
measure shall not constitute a means of arbitrary discrimination or a disguised restriction on
the free movement of capital. Therefore it would seem that the TFEU applies a more
restrictive test than the EEA Agreement. The former conditions apply to measures concerning
capital movements to and from EEA EFTA States as well as to capital movement between an
EFTA State and an EU Member State while the latter apply between EU Member States.
Therefore, one could conclude that these conditions might conflict with the aim of a
homogeneous European Economic Area.394
Article 44 states that the EU and the EFTA States shall apply their internal procedures to
implement the provisions of Article 43. Protocol 18 concerns internal measures for the
implementation of the Article 43 protective measures and states that the procedures to be
followed by the EFTA States are set out in the agreement on a Standing Committee of the
EFTA States. Essentially the main rule is that the parties can resort to the protective measures
set out in Article 43 EEA but must in doing so follow the procedure set out in these sources,
Article 44 EEA and Protocol 18, and Article 45 EEA.395 Article 45 sets down conditions for
the measures in Article 43 EEA.396
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As mentioned previously in this thesis the Maastricht Treaty set out provisions for a
common economic- and monetary policy.397 The EEA Agreement, however, only stipulates
that the contracting parties are to exchange views and information concerning the
implementation of the EEA Agreement as well as the impact on economic activities and the
conduct of economic and monetary policies. The Article 46 EEA then states that the
contracting parties may discuss macro-economic situations, policies and prospects. The EEA
Agreement provisions are therefore much weaker than the provisions of the TFEU. Article 46
EEA further states that exchange of views on these matters shall take place on a non-binding
basis. This should, however, not affect the goal of a homogeneous EEA.
The dynamic interpretation of Article 40 EEA in ECJ C-452/01 Ospelt presented the
EFTA Court with a challenge in that the EEA Agreement does not contain corresponding
provisions to Article 65 TFEU. The ECJ held that Article 40 EEA should be interpreted in
conformity with the ‘largely identical’ provisions of Article 56 EC (now Article 63 TFEU)
without even mentioning that the rules on capital were amended with the Maastricht Treaty.
When the question arose in EFTAC E-1/04 Fokus Bank398, the EFTA Court held that Article
40 EEA did not preclude the EEA States from applying provision in their tax law
distinguishing between taxpayers who are not in the same situation with regard to their place
of residence. The Court, while not referencing Article 58(1) EC (Article 65(1) TFEU)
essentially applied the provision similarly in an EEA law context. The EFTA Court then
admitted this in its judgment in EFTAC E-10/04 Piazza399, where it referred to Article 58 EC
and stated that national restrictions on the movement of capital in the EEA could be justified
on grounds such as those stipulated therein.400 While it would have been paradoxical if the
EEA Agreement did not allow the same restrictions on capital movements as EU law, it is
undeniable that the EFTA Court applied provisions of EU primary law in these cases that
were not in effect when the EEA Agreement was drawn up and negotiated. The EFTA Court
applied the provisions in Article 65 TFEU as if they had been incorporated into the EEA
Agreement using the homogeneity principle as a legal basis for doing so instead of applying it
as a principle of uniform interpretation of identical provisions.401
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11.2 Fokus Bank
Case E-1/04 Fokus Bank concerned a dispute about tax assessment of dividends that
Fokus Bank had distributed to its shareholders, among whom were two companies from
Germany and the United Kingdom. Those two shareholders sold their shares in Fokus Bank to
companies resident in Norway immediately before the decision to pay out dividends was
taken and then bought the shares back shortly after the payment of the dividends had been
completed. 402 Fokus Bank deducted the withholding tax before paying dividends to
shareholders who were resident outside of Norway but for shareholders resident in Norway
the tax was not deducted.403 A Tax Assessment Appeals Board found that for tax purposes the
foreign shareholders had to be regarded as owners of the shares at the time of the distribution
of the dividends and therefore held that Fokus Bank was liable for the tax obligation resulting
from the ownership being reclassified. 404 Fokus Bank then brought an action to claim
repayment of withholding tax where the tax was based on information other than that in the
register of the Central Securities Depository at the time of distribution of the dividends.405 The
national court requested an advisory opinion from the EFTA Court, where one of the
questions was whether Article 40 of the EEA Agreement precluded legislation where
shareholders resident outside of Norway were not granted tax credit on dividends paid by a
Norwegian company that was granted to residents of Norway.406 The EFTA Court began its
opinion by noting that while the tax systems of EEA EFTA states were not covered by the
EEA agreement, they must exercise their taxations power in consistency with EEA law.407
The EFTA Court said that legislation, such as the legislation at issue, might have adverse
effects on the profit of shareholders who were not resident in Norway and therefore could
deter them from investing capital in companies having their seat in Norway. Thus, such
legislation impeded the freedom of companies and individuals resident in another Member
State to invest in Norway as well as potentially impeding Norwegian companies from raising
capital outside of Norway. The legislation at issue therefore constituted a restriction within
the meaning of Article 40 EEA.408 The EFTA Court subsequently examined whether the
restrictions could be justified409 noting that Article 40 EEA did not preclude EEA States from
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applying relevant provisions of their tax law that distinguished between taxpayers which were
not in the same situation with regard to their residence. Derogations from the fundamental
principle of the free movement of capital, however, must be interpreted strictly according to
the EFTA Court and “cannot be interpreted as meaning that any tax legislation making a
distinction between taxpayers by reference to their place of residence is automatically
compatible with the EEA Agreement.” A difference in treatment can only be considered
compatible with Article 40 EEA when situations at issue are not objectively comparable or
when such a difference in treatment can be justified by reasons of overriding public interest.
However, for in the latter case, for such a difference in treatment to be justified it must not
exceed what is necessary in order to attain the objective of the legislation.410 As can be seen,
the Courts reasoning is very similar to that of the in ECJ C-319/02 Manninen, in fact the
EFTA Court referred to Manninen in its reasoning. In EFTAC E-1/04 Fokus Bank the EFTA
Court found that the difference between resident and non-residents situations was not
sufficient to prevent them from being considered to be in comparable situations.411 The Court
further stated, in response to an argument of the State party to the Norwegian State, that
“permitting derogations from the fundamental principle of free movement of capital laid
down in Article 40 EEA on the grounds of safeguarding the cohesion of the international tax
system would amount to giving bilateral tax agreements preference over EEA law.”412
Fokus Bank concerned a situation similar to that in the Manninen. The EFTA Court noted
that Article 40 EEA did not preclude the Contracting Parties from applying the relevant
provisions of the national tax law that distinguished between taxpayers who were not in a
comparable situation with regard to their place of residence. The EFTA Court did not explain
how it was able to reach this conclusion in light of the fact that no corresponding provisions
exists in the EEA Agreement mirroring Article 58(1) EC (Article 65 TFEU), simply referring
to the ECJ’s Manninen case.413 Therefore the EFTA Court could not rely on Article 6 EEA as
reason for its decisions in Fokus Bank. Article 6 EEA only states that the EFTA Court must
only take note of the ECJ’s case law where provisions of the EEA Agreement are identical in
substance to corresponding rules of the EU Treaties. As there is no corresponding rule in the
EEA Agreement to Article 65 TFEU Article 6 EEA does not apply nor does Article 3 of the
Surveillance and Court Agreement for the same reason.
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Article 65 TFEU is based on jurisprudence by the ECJ as discussed above in Chapter 7.1,
namely the ECJ’s judgements in ECJ C-279/93 Schumacker, ECJ C-204/90 Bachmann and
ECJ C-300/90 Commission v Belgium, discussed in Chapter 7.1 above. The ECJ has pointed
out that this case-law means that national tax provisions which establish a distinction based
on the residence of taxpayers can be compatible with EU law on the condition that they apply
to situations which are not objectively comparable or if they can be justified by overriding
reasons in the general interest.414 This is the case-law that the EFTA Court should have
referred to rather than ECJ C-319/02 Manninen, which was passed down after Article 58 EC
(now Article 65 TFEU) was inserted into the Treaty and is therefore based on said article.415 It
certainly wouldn’t be the first time that the EFTA Court has relied on ECJ jurisprudence to
apply rules developed by the ECJ but not inserted into the EEA Agreement, the Erla María
judgement discussed earlier coming to mind.
But the EFTA Court chose instead to rely on Manninen, and without mentioning the
article in the judgement, Article 65 TFEU. It did however confirm this line of interpretation in
EFTAC E-10/04 Piazza and refer directly to Article 58 EC (now Article 65 TFEU).416

11.3 Capital controls
The global financial crisis of 2008 hit Iceland particularly hard. Having attracted foreign
investment through high interest rates and good sovereign ratings, Iceland became highly
leveraged with a mismatch between assets and liabilities in foreign currency. In early October
2008 Iceland suffered a major setback as its three biggest banks, comprising 85% of the
banking system, collapsed.417 Within a few months the exchange rate of the Icelandic krona
dropped by more than 70% and inflation accelerated, as most of the private debt was either
denominated in foreign currency or indexed to inflation. This caused a severe strain on
households and corporate balance sheets. The economy plunged into a deep recession.418
On October 10, 2008 the Central Bank of Iceland, prompted by the pressure from foreign
exchange reserves, issued Guidelines for Temporary Modification in Currency Outflows. The
Guidelines were issued toward deposit institutions and prioritized foreign currency requests
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for importation of goods and services listing examples of priority categories such as
foodstuffs, pharmaceuticals, oil products and public expenditure abroad.419
Subsequently, Iceland sought assistance from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and
as well as its approval of the currency outflow restrictions on grounds of balance of payment.
The Central Bank of Iceland believed that a general capital flight would continue to
depreciate the krona and therefore, during a period of reconstruction, capital controls would
be necessary. The Central Bank established an auction market for the krona. An offshore
market with a much lower exchange rate was also developed for trading the krona.420 The
Government’s program, guided partly by IMF requirements, had three key objectives to
respond to the challenges; firstly, to stabilize the exchange rate, secondly, to develop a
comprehensive and collaborative strategy for bank restructuring and thirdly, to ensure
medium-term fiscal sustainability.421
On November 28, 2008 the Icelandic Government notified the Joint Committee of the
EEA Agreement of the measures, in accordance with Articles 44 and 45 of the EEA
Agreement, stating that the measures were taken to ensure that there would be no cross-border
capital flow detrimental to the Icelandic krona which could in turn undermine the economic
package introduced by the Government. 422
An Emergency Act of Parliament was enacted to respond to the crisis, Act no 125/2008 on
authorization of granting funds from the Treasury due to unusual situation in a Financial
Market. The Rules on Foreign Exchange were adopted on November 28, 2008 in accordance
with temporary provisions in the Foreign Exchange Act.423 These rules lifted controls on
current account foreign exchange transactions but at the same time imposed more stringent
controls on cross-border movement of capital and related foreign exchange transactions.424
The aim of the newly passed legislation was to prevent capital flight and further depreciation
of the Icelandic krona, as well as protecting households and businesses with large un-hedged
foreign currency exposures.425 Article 6 of Act No 125/2008 granted depositors in insolvency
proceedings superior ranking over other creditors and Article 5 of Act No 125/2008 enabled
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the Icelandic Financial Supervisory Authority to transfer assets and liabilities from the
collapsed banks to “new” banks.
It is interesting to note that the Central Bank of Iceland, which should be aware of the
non-discrimination obligation arising from Article 40 EEA, deliberately introduced a
discriminatory clause into the Rules on Foreign Exchange. Article 10 of the Rules provided
for different treatment between krona-bonds issued by domestic entities and those issued by
foreign financial institutions. The Article stipulated that only the interest paid on krona-bonds
issued by a domestic entity were freely transferable, while reparation of interest paid on
krona-bonds issued by non-residents were not allowed. Article 40 EEA, as mentioned before,
stipulates that no discrimination shall be made on the basis of nationality, residence or place
of investment, a measure applying both to direct discrimination and measures which seem
neutral but actually cause indirect discrimination. It is therefore clear, nationality and place or
residence of the bonds’ issuers being the criteria adopted in Article 10 of the Rules on Foreign
Exchange, that the Rules do not heed the non-discrimination aspect of Article 40 EEA.426
In 2009 the EFTA Surveillance Authority received several complaints from creditors of
the fallen banks arguing that the Icelandic Government had breached the non-discrimination
provisions in Articles 4 and 40 EEA with the aforementioned Act No 125/2008. The creditors
argued that by transferring some liabilities, mostly domestic deposits, and some assets from
the Icelandic banks to newly established entities and leaving the rest in an insolvent bank, the
Icelandic authorities had breached the rule of non-discrimination. The creditors were all
general creditors, not depositors, in one or more of the old banks. 427 ESA’s decision
concerned the measures described above, granted in Articles 5 and 6 of Act No 125/2008.
ESA pointed out that the rules did not make distinction based on nationality nor place of
residence of the creditor or place of investment. Therefore, they did not constitute direct
discrimination on grounds of nationality, place of residence or place of investment.428 Next,
ESA considered whether depositors and creditors were in a comparable situation. Pointing out
that if depositors lost confidence in the banks it could trigger a bank-run with potentially
severe consequences for the stability of the financial system. As such a situation was in fact
imminent, considering the situation in Iceland, ESA held that depositors and unsecured
creditors were not in a comparable situation with regard to the emergency measures.429
Furthermore, ESA did not consider that the timing of the measures had rendered them
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discriminatory.430 ESA considered that there was no reason to examine possible justifications
of the measures as it had already come to the conclusion that the measures did not constitute
restrictions on the free movement of capital, however, it did so anyway, stating that while the
measures had an economic aspect they were an overriding requirement in the general interest
and proportionate at that, considering that they were taken in extreme circumstances where a
collapse of the whole Icelandic banking system was a real risk.431
Case E-3/11 Sigmarsson was an advisory opinion on interpretation of Article 43 EEA
requested in a case between an individual, Mr. Sigmarsson, an Icelandic national resident in
the United Kingdom, and the Central Bank of Iceland.432 Mr. Sigmarsson had purchased
Icelandic krona on the offshore market for pounds sterling on November 16, 2009. He applied
for an exemption from the Icelandic currency controls to the Central Bank of Iceland, in order
to transfer the kronas to Iceland, but was rejected. The conclusion was upheld by the Ministry
of Economic Affairs by a ruling.433 Subsequently, Mr. Sigmarsson sought judicial review of
the decision of the Central Bank of Iceland before the District Court of Reykjavík. He
maintained that the decision contravened Icelandic law and was incompatible with the
provisions on free movement of capital in the EEA Agreement.434 The District Court of
Reykjavík decided that an advisory opinion was necessary regarding the latter issue, namely
whether the currency controls were incompatible with the EEA Agreement.435 The plaintiff’s
case before the EFTA Court rested on the arguments that Article 43(2) and (3) of the EEA
Agreement were materially comparable to other derogations from the right of free movement
of capital protected by Article 40 EEA. 436 The EFTA Court went on to dismiss Mr.
Sigmarsson’s arguments. The Court found that the substantive condition that Article 43 lays
down in paragraphs 2 and 4 were satisfied both at the time when the Rules were adopted in
October 2009 and when Mr. Sigmarsson was denied an exemption.437 The Court said that
Article 43(2) and (4) “call for a complex assessment of various macroeconomic factors” and
therefore the EFTA States enjoyed a wide margin of discretion when determining whether the
conditions were fulfilled as well as in their choice of measures to be taken.438 The Court went
on to discuss the principle of proportionality, namely that for a restriction on the free
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movement of capital to be justified the rules enacting that restriction must be suitable for
securing the objective pursued and must not exceed what is necessary to achieve it.439 The
Court found that none of the information in the case suggested that the measures had not been
taken in conformity with the principle of proportionality and pointed out that the krona and
the foreign exchange reserves were only stabilised when the rules prohibiting inbound
transfer of offshore kronas were enacted. The Court also struck down the argument that the
rules rendered paying off debts in Iceland’s for individuals such as Mr. Sigmarsson
impossible explaining that the rules merely lead to the more favourable exchange rates for
Icelandic kronas on the offshore market could not be readily obtained. Finally, the Court
explained that Mr. Sigmarsson’s argument that as the funds in question were small and that
consequently it would be disproportionate not to grant him exception did not hold up because
all holders of offshore kronas could argue the likewise and in that case the collective funds
would have a major impact. 440 The Court also held that the measures and the scheme
providing for exceptions to the rules did not go against the principle of legal certainty as all
inbound transfer of offshore kronas was prohibited except for when an exception was
granted.441
It is regrettable that the EFTA Court’s opinion is not completely clear on the issue of
whether the exceptions or derogations provided for in Article 43 EEA are substantially
comparable to other derogations of Article 40 EEA or not, considering the submissions of the
parties.442 Derogations can be categorized as general and specific. The ECJ developed its
restriction approach and balancing test, Member States may derogate from their obligations
on grounds of imperative requirements in the public interest. The derogations listed in Article
65 TFEU are of this type, being considered express derogations. Specific derogations exempt
Member States from the obligations of the fundamental freedoms meaning that the free
movement provision does not apply which leads to a more extensive derogations than that of
a general derogation. It must, however, be kept in mind that the scope of specific derogations
must be interpreted restrictively and be limited to what is strictly necessary to safeguard the
protected interests in question. The derogations which were at issue in the Sigmarsson case
belong to the specific derogations. However, some argue that they belong to a third type of
derogations, which is protective measures, safeguard measures or escape clauses. 443 The
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EFTA Court could have, but did not, rely on ECJ 203/80 Casati in interpreting Article 43(2)
EEA. In Casati the ECJ said of Article 73 EEC that its purpose was to enable Member States
to introduce restrictions subject to certain conditions and in accordance with certain
procedures, restrictions it would otherwise have to refrain from imposing under the general
rules on the movement of capital.444 The formulation stated by the ECJ in Casati indicates that
the parallel provisions to Article 43 EEA were intended as exceptions to the fundamental
freedoms and more extensive than general derogations. Such safeguard measures or escape
clauses were restricted to cases of economic difficulties and were envisioned as a possibility
of derogations in order to overcome economic difficulties.445
A measure which aim at safeguarding vital interest in an economic crisis can involve a
serious hindrance, even negation, of the fundamental freedoms and yet be allowed, provided it
is to be a temporary measure subject to appropriate authorization or control mechanism. A
derogation such as this seems to have more in common with specific derogations rather than
general derogations meaning that they are removed from the scope of the free movement
provisions and as a result from the balancing test applicable in case of general derogations.
This implies that individuals cannot rely on the primary provision to challenge measures
which are considered protective measures within the meaning of Article 43 EEA.446
In Sigmarsson the EFTA Court’s approach suggest that it sees Article 43 as a general
derogation from Article 40 EEA, based on the EFTA Court referring to its earlier case law
relating to justifications of restrictions of the fundamental freedoms and ECJ case law on free
movement provisions. Another indication is the Court’s comments on the proportionality of
the measures rather than focusing on their necessity. Guðmundsdóttir has argued that if the
EFTA Court intended to apply the general derogation framework of analysis “it should have
left the assessment of proportionality of the measure to the national court, in order to ensure
consistency with both its previous case law and the established approach of the ECJ.”
Guðmundsdóttir further points out that the only point in favour of the EFTA Court seeing the
measures at issue as a specific derogation is its lack of scrutiny of recognized public interest
objectives as justification for them. The EFTA Court, in acknowledging a wide margin of
discretion to the Contracting Parties and not examining the economic policy inherent in the
measures, unsettles the general derogation framework of analysis in that the ECJ and EFTA
Court have, in previous case-law, scrutinized any justifications advanced by Member States
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as well as rejecting economic grounds as justification for restrictions of the fundamental
freedoms. These factors indicate that the EFTA Court might see the derogations as special
derogations or safeguard measures that can be applied in circumstances of economic
disturbances.447 This assessment must be agreed with.
The Icelandic Capital Controls are still in force today (2014). Considering that this is a
major derogation of the EEA Agreement it is not surprising that other Contracting Parties
raised concerns on how long this can go on. On February 19, 2014 a member of the European
Parliament inquired to the European Commission about the restrictions.
In only ‘taking note’ of Iceland’s capital controls (introduced in 2008) without giving a
response and therefore, de facto, approving the controls, is the Commission fulfilling its
obligations in the Joint Committee of ensuring the effective operation of the EEA
Agreement (Articles 43, 45 and 92 EEA)?
In view of the Commission’s obligations to safeguard the free movement of capital
throughout the EEA (cf. Article 92 EEA), and in view of the requirement that capital
restrictions remain in place only for the shortest period of time (Article 45), does the
Commission intend to continue to approve of Iceland’s capital controls?
Is the Commission fulfilling its duty to ensure the effective operation of the EEA
Agreement and its duty to safeguard and enforce the TFEU (Article 17 TEU), bearing in
mind that EU businesses, having invested in Iceland, now find that their investments have
effectively been barred for more than five years and that they are unable to invest such
capital elsewhere and thereby exercise their rights under the TFEU (Article 63)?
Given that EEA states cannot adopt an à la carte approach to fundamental freedoms, does
the Commission believe that Iceland’s restrictions satisfy the rules on the free movement
of capital?
In light of the fact that Iceland has had capital controls in place for over five years,
thereby limiting the free movement of capital between the EU and its fellow EFTA states,
is the Commission considering renegotiating the EEA Agreement?448

On April 14, 2014 High Representative and Vice-President of the Commission, Catherine
Ashton, responded. The High Representative touched on the 2008 financial crisis as the
impetus for the capital controls and clarified that the legality of the restrictions had been
confirmed by the EFTA Court, referencing its E-3/11 Sigmarsson judgement in a footnote.
She further stated that the Court had also confirmed that Iceland had respected all the special
procedures set forth in Articles 43, 44 and 45 of the EEA Agreement regarding consultation
and notification of the EFTA Standing Committee and the EEA Joint Committee. Due to this,
the Commission had not objection to the introduction of capital restrictions in Iceland.
447
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Next, the High Representative pointed out that removal of the controls remains a
complicated process, confirmed by the conditions-based strategy approved by the Icelandic
Government in March 2011. Information available at the time of the response did not make it
possible for the High Representative to conclude whether and when the strategy will be
successful. The European Commission used its legal competences in the framework of the
EEA Joint Committee and invited Icelandic authorities to provide regular updates on the
progress achieved that would render an appropriate assessment of the continuous needs of
control possible. Further, she stated that the final goal remains the gradual removal of the
capital controls, pointing out that they were temporary. The High Commissioner further
considered there to be no grounds for considering a renegotiation of the EEA Agreement in
light of the fact that the restriction Iceland introduced were done so in respect of the EEA
Agreement and that there was an ongoing process to lift them.449
In its Notification of March 31, 2011 the Icelandic Government informed the Joint
Committee that several days previously it had adopted a revised strategy for the gradual
liberalisation of capital controls. The strategy, intended to take place in two phases, had no
time limits, its pace of execution depending on evaluation of relevant economic conditions
and the outcome of previous steps. In the notification the Icelandic Government further stated
that rapidly lifting the capital controls in full would mean unacceptable risk to financial and
exchange rate stability. The Government then informed the Joint Committee of plans to
extend the capital controls until the end of 2015 in order to put the strategy into effect, though
stating that they will be lifted earlier if conditions permit.450 Most recently, the Icelandic
Ministry of Finance and Economic Affairs hired a number of specialists to aid Icelandic
authorities in abolishing the capital controls.451 It is however interesting to note that but a
month earlier the Central Bank of Iceland found that certain types of life insurance contracts,
wherein Icelandic nationals invest in life insurance funds abroad through intermediaries in
Iceland, were contrary to the currency controls because they included a savings element
abroad. According to the Central Bank of Iceland, in order to minimize the disruption to
individuals who had made such contracts with foreign insurance undertakings the terms of the
contracts would have to be changed so as to ensure that they would be in Icelandic krona and
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that savings would be in Iceland.452 Considering that it has been almost six years since the
currency controls were put in place and that the contracts do not seem to have had a
significant effect on the stability of the Icelandic economy during that time the question of
proportionality might be raised regarding these measures and whether it was really necessary
to take them at this time.
Consider for instance the capital controls Cyprus was forced to put into place in 2013 to
prevent risk due to uncontrollable outflow of deposits which would lead to a collapse of credit
institutions in Cyprus and destabilise the financial system of Cyprus. The Commission held
that while Member States were allowed to introduce such restrictions on capital movements
on grounds of public policy, public security or for overriding reasons of the general public
interest such exceptions to the principle of free movement of capital must be interpreted very
strictly, be non-discriminatory, suitable, proportionate and be applied for the shortest possible
period and that free movement of capital should be reinstated as soon as possible.453 Cyprus
lifted its capital controls in May 2014.454
As regards the principle of proportionality in the Treaties of the European Union, three
questions should be posed when applying the principle of proportionality. Firstly, does the
measure aim at achieving the objective in question? Secondly, is the measure necessary, that
is to say, is there a less far-reaching alternative available? Thirdly, is the public benefit from
the measure reasonable in comparison to the damage that the measure causes for
individuals?455
The capital controls undoubtedly have stabilized the currency and were an important
measure in a dire situation but lifting them and removing the discrimination will be
mandatory to reintegrate Iceland into the world economy as well as restore investors’ faith in
the country. The effects of the crisis on Iceland’s population may explain the international
community’s acceptance, or at least tolerance, of the Icelandic capital controls456 but the
Government must be careful as that cannot be expected to last forever.
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12. Conclusions
As I have discussed in this essay, the free movement of capital, despite being an important
factor in the other freedoms and the internal market, developed more slowly than the other
freedoms, being “the late bloomer” of the bunch. Early provisions on the free movement of
capital only required Member States be as liberal as possible with regard to that freedom. To
restrictions on free movement of capital further measures were required in the form of
secondary legislation to abolish restrictions. With the Commission’s White Paper on
Completion of the Interanal Market in 1985 came greater awareness of the freedom’s
importance for the success of the Internal Market. A new directive was adopted, Directive
88/361/EEC, establishing the free movement of capital as EU law. The freedom has
developed more steadily and caught up with the other free movement provisions after the
Treaty of Maastricht came into force in 1993, emulating the provisions of Directive
88/361/EEC, and the ECJ took a more active role in its development.
The free movement of capital can be split into two parts; the free movement of capital and
the free movement of payments. The latter is not an independent freedom but consist of
money transfers as payment for goods and services. Article 106 EEC required Member States
to authorize payments in relation to movements of goods, services or capital in the currency
of the Member State where the benefactor or creditor resided. The provisions was held to
have direct effect, at a time when the other provisions concerning the free movement of
capital were not considered to have that effect, and was described by the ECJ as perhaps the
most important provision in the EEC Treaty being immensely important for the attainment of
the Internal Market.
Capital movements are not defined in the TFEU, instead the ECJ has relied on the Annex
of Directive 88/361/EEC to define the term, even after the directive was abolished. As the
Annex is inexhaustive a transaction can still constitute a capital movement even though it is
not listed therein. In ECJ 203/80 Casati the ECJ held that provisions on the free movement of
capital in the EEC Treaty did not have direct effect as they were not sufficiently liberalized.
After the treaty amendments enacted by the Treaty of Maastricht took force the ECJ finally
held, in joined cases ECJ C-163/94, C-165/94 and C-250/94 Sanz de Lera, that the provisions
on the free movement of capital had direct effect.
Changes to the wording of Article 63(1) TFEU, from referring to both abolition of
discrimination and restriction before the Treaty of Maastricht to simply referring to restriction
after the Maastricht Treaty took force, have not deterred the ECJ from applying both the
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discrimination and restrictions model. The ECJ has held that both direct discrimination, based
on nationality, indirect discrimination, not based directly on nationality but having the same
effect, and restrictions which hinder, impede or make access to the market less attractive
breach the free movement of capital. Direct discrimination can only be justified by reference
to an express derogation listed in the TFEU while indirect discrimination can be justified by
public interest reasons. The ECJ has relied on the rule of reason developed in its case-law
concerning goods and services when interpreting the scope of restriction in relation to the free
movement of capital. The restrictions approach can be seen clearly in the case-law on golden
shares, i.e. cases where government have held shares in private undertakings, often ones that
used to be owned by the state, which give them special powers. In its case-law on golden
shares the ECJ has deemed that many such scheme restrict the free movement of capital as
they deter investors from investing in such undertakings where a scheme of that nature has
been set up or restrict participation in the management of such an undertaking. As pointed out
in Gebhard restrictions can be saved by public interest justifications but those are subject to
conditions, such as complying with the principle of proportionality.
Article 63 TFEU differs from the other freedom provisions in the TFEU as it not only
liberalizes free movement of capital between Member States but also between Member states
and third countries. In principle the free movement of capital has the same scope in the
context of capital movements between Members States and third countries as in the intraUnion context but in fact Articles 64 and 66 TFEU provide measures for the EU to regulate
such capital movements and adopt safeguard measures. The different context of intra-Union
capital movements and extra-Union capital movements also means that the freedom doesn’t
have the same effect in both situations.
The ECJ considers that Article 65(1)(a) TFEU is a codification of its earlier judgements,
ECJ C-204/90 Bachman and ECJ C-279/93 Schumacker, and therefore did not consider that it
had to change its methodology when the provision was first inserted into the EC Treaty with
the Maastricht Treaty. Both Article 65(1)(a) and (b) cannot constitute derogations in the tax
context, subparagraph (a) allows Member States to distinguish between taxpayers that are not
in the same situation and subparagraph (b) allows Member States to take measures to prevent
infringements of national law and regulations. Both provisions are limited by Article 65(3)
TFEU which stipulates that restrictions cannot constitute arbitrary discrimination. For
restrictions not to be considered arbitrary they must apply to situations which are not
objectively comparable or be justified by reasons in the public interest. They must also be
considered suitable and not go beyond what is necessary to attain the objective. Article
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65(1)(b) TFEU contains a reference to public policy and public security and the ECJ has
relied on its jurisprudence on other freedoms when interpreting these terms.
The European Free Trade Association was seen as an alternative to the European Union
when it was founded. However, these two trade blocks began cooperation through free-trade
agreements early on. With the realisation of the EEA the two began an even more extensive
cooperation, intending for the internal market to extend to the entire EEA. The EEA
Agreement however was concluded before the Maastricht Treaty. Therefore, of this the
provisions contained in the the EEA Agreement do not reflect the more recent changes to the
free movement of capital rules in the EU, despite the EEA Agreement’s dynamic nature and
constant updating of annexes and protocols. Additionally, while the provisions of the TFEU
are intended to apply to capital movements to and from third countries, even though the
freedom may be more limited in the third country context than Article 63 TFEU suggests, the
EEA Agreement is only intended to apply to movements within the EEA between the
Contracting Parties.
The principle of homogeneity can be said to be one of the most important principles of the
EEA Agreement. The ECJ pointed out in ECJ 270/80 Polydor and Opinion 1/91 that similar
or identical provisions were not enough to ensure homogeneity as context could lead to
differing interpretation. There is therefore a clear emphasis on homogeneity in the EEA
Agreement from recitals in the preamble to provisions which are meant to combat divergence
between the EU and the EEA. While minor differences in wording of parallel provisions do
not pose a threat to the goal of homogeneity there are real differences, for instance as regards
derogations. The fact that the EEA Agreement does not have a parallel provision to Article 65
TFEU is, however, alleviated by the ECJ pre-EEA Agreement case-law. There are however
situations where the ECJ has found that the provisions of free movement of capital in EU law
on the one hand and EEA law on the other hand cannot be interpreted in exactly the same way
due to different legal context of each set of law. An example of this is when the EEA EFTA
States have not been required to adopt certain secondary legislation. Such situations could
however be remedied with the EEA EFTA States making separate agreements with the EU.
The EFTA Court is an important promoter of homogeneity in the EEA and has, for instance,
found that the doctrine of state liability exists in EEA law, mimicking case-law of the ECJ
before the signing of the EEA Agreement.
While the general rule of free movement of capital remains largely the same within the
EEA and the EU the same cannot be said for provisions on derogations which differ quite a
bit. For instance the EEA Agreement contains no parallel provision to Article 65 TFEU. To
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compensate for this legislative gap the EFTA Court has stretched quite far, too far some
would say, and even resorted to applying Article 65 TFEU. While the EFTA Court did not
reference the provision directly in EFTAC E-1/04 Fokus Bank it did refer to ECJ C-319/02
Manninen which was based on the Article 65 TFEU. The reasoning of the Court was
therefore flawed as it would have made more sense for the Court to refer to Schumacker and
Bachman on which Article 65 TFEU was based but were handed down before the signing of
the EEA Agreement. The EFTA Court however went on to reference Article 65 TFEU
directly in EFTAC E-10/04 Piazza.
In this thesis the Icelandic capital controls were specifically examined. The Icelandic
capital controls create an even bigger divergence between that Contracting Party and the rest
of the EEA. The restrictions, in force since 2008, have yet to be lifted and while they are
technically permissible under the EEA Agreement as long as the situation demands it, other
Contracting Parties cannot be expected to be tolerant of them forever. Sooner or later the
restrictions must be lifted and Iceland will resume its full participation in the EEA regime.
While there are differences between the TFEU and the EEA Agreement those should not
prove insurmountable, at least not where it concerns the free movement of capital. It is
important, however, that Iceland lift the capital controls in the near future, seeing as it is a
major derogation from the EEA Agreement and restriction of the free movement of capital.
The free movement of capital is a very important freedom as it facilitates the exercise of the
other freedoms but has restricted this freedom for more than half a decade now. Considering
that, one must wonder how much longer the capital controls can be kept in force without
Iceland being considered to be in contravention of the Agreement.
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